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Abstract
A multi-phase research program was undertaken to study the seismic
behavior of concrete filled tube (CFT) column-to-wide flange (WF) steel beam
moment connections in moment resisting frames. The objective of this research
program was to assess the effect that various connection details have on the
strength, stiffness, ductility and force transfer mechanism in these types of
connections. This thesis presents one phase of this program, involving a
comparison between a welded and bolted connection detail. Two full-scale CFT
column-to-WF beam cruciform-shaped specimens were tested under cyclic inelastic
lateral loading. The specimen with the welded connection (Specimen 3R) had
exterior diaphragms, while the bolted connection (Specimen 4) utilized structural
tees bolted to the column and beam flanges. Both specimens were designed to
dissipate seismic energy by inelastic behavior occurring primarily in the beams,
away from the connection region. The test results show that connections which are
carefully designed and detailed possess exceptional cyclic ductility. The inelastic
deformation occurring in the beams of both test specimens dissipated substantial
amounts of energy, as the maximum plastic rotation developing in the beams of the
welded and bolted connection specimens was 0.067 and 0.057 radians,
respectively, corresponding to maximum beam moments outside the connection
region of 1.21 and 1.25 the flexural capacity, Mp• The elastic lateral stiffness of the
welded and bolted connection specimens were similar, except that the latter
1
possessed some pinching in its hysteretic response. The elastic column stiffness
(EI) was found to resemble the stiffness computed from transformed section theory
for interstory drift deformations within 0.5% of the story height. With cracking and
debonding of concrete occurring at larger deformations reducing column stiffness,
a lower bound for EI can be obtained considering only a hollow steel tube section.
While panel zone yielding occurred in Specimen 3R due to the direct force transfer
mechanism of the welded detail, the panel zone of Specimen 4 remained
essentially elastic due to the increased width of the effective compression strut. The
maximum shear forces sustained by Specimen 3R and 4 was 1.51 and 1.43 the
shear capacity of the steel tube (Vp) , respectively, indicating that concrete infill
significantly increased the shear capacity of the panel zone.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Conventional Construction
The two most commonly used structural materials in high-rise construction
today are structural steel and reinforced concrete. Since the birth of the steel
industry in the 19th century, structural steel has been utilized in construction for its
strength and ease of erection. Due to the material's strength, steel columns are
capable of supporting large axial loads. Because of it's light weight, steel is
economically advantageous in reducing the magnitude and cost of structural
foundations. The light weight property of steel also facilitates erection, making it
possible to safely lift steel shapes to great heights in most climates. The material
properties of steel alloys can be adjusted to achieve varying degrees of strength
and toughness.
Reinforced concrete is an equally valuable structural material in high-rise
construction. Because reinforced concrete is relatively inexpensive, large shear
walls and floor slabs can be economically constructed. It's exceptional compressive
strength makes it possible to construct high strength concrete columns of moderate
cross-sectional area which can carry extremely large axial loads. Light-weight
aggregates can be utilized to reduce the weight of concrete structures while
maintaining adequate strength. Due to recent developments in concrete admixtures
such as plasticizers, concrete can be pumped vertically hundreds of feet and
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placed in areas congested with reinforcing steel and formwork. New mixing
techniques make concrete construction possible in almost all climates and
temperatures.
1.2 Composite Construction
Steel and concrete used together to form structural members is commonly
referred to as composite construction. In composite construction, the advantages
of both materials can be utilized to develop a member's strength, stiffness and
ductility in order to effectively resist bending moments and axial loads. The
advantages of composite construction were first discovered when structural steel
members were encased in concrete for protection against fire and corrosion. This
resulted in a structural member that possessed greater strength, stiffness and
ductility than either material alone. In an attempt to develop early design criteria,
the first engineers to utilize steel encased concrete simply superimposed the
properties of each material to economically improve their design.
There are three typical forms of composite construction used in column
design today (see Figure 1.1). The first and most commonly used form is the
structural steel shape encased in concrete (SRC). The SRC method of construction
involves erecting a steel frame ten to twelve stories above the forming and placing
of concrete around the columns, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Large sections of
concrete encasements can be quickly erected using hydraulic slip and jump form
framing systems. In SRC construction the steel frame alone is not fully stable until
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the concrete is cast and cured and therefore this form of construction requires
temporary bracing during construction.
The other two forms of composite column construction are the circular and
square structural steel tube filled with reinforced or unreinforced concrete (CFT), as
shown in Figure 1.1. The construction method of the CFT is similar to that of the
SRC in the respect that the steel work progresses upward ahead of the concrete.
Because a CFT frame with moment resisting steel connections possesses adequate
stability during construction, the entire frame can be erected without bracJng before
the placing of concrete. In typical Japanese construction, interior diaphragms are
welded inside the steel tube to provide shear strength to resist the forces
transmitted to the column from the beam flanges. These diaphragms, which have
a centered circular hole to allow for the flow of concrete, are connected to three
sides of an open box column using full penetration welds. Once the box is closed,
the fourth side of the diaphragm is welded using the electroslag welding process.
Shop fabrication for this type of connection is time-consuming and expensive.
The study reported herein focuses on the CFT column type of construction
for use in perimeter moment resisting frames (MRF) to resist lateral loads. The
flexibility of connections and structural members directly effects the lateral stiffness
of MRFs. At the corners in the plan of a building maximum overturning moments
due to lateral wind and seismic excitation can result in large axial loads transmitted
to the respective columns. Substantial bending moments about both primary axes
are also transmitted to corner columns during such loading. Because square CFT
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columns are symmetric about both primary axes and effective for carrying large
axial loads, they are ideal for resisting the loading described above. The symmetry
of the CFT, the superior torsional properties associated with the large radius of
gyration of its geometry, and the inherent mass, stiffness and damping makes the
CFT particularly suited for resisting seismic excitation.
Several buildings have been constructed using CFT composite columns in
the United States and Japan. At the Southern waterfront area of Tokyo a 37 story
high-rise condominium was constructed using CFT composite columns [Endoh et
aI., 1991]. The condominium has a height of 373 feet with two basement floors and
461 separate living units (see Figure 1.3). From the second floor up, the structure
consists of six frames in the longitudinal direction spaced at 22 feet and eight
frames in the transverse direction spaced at 17.6 feet, creating an almost
rectangular floor plan with a size of 107 x 129 feet. The standard bay height is 9.7
feet. Four frames comprise a perimeter MRF tube structure designated to resist
earthquake loads. Shear walls are used in the basement floors only. Square 25.6
x 25.6 inch CFT columns with a width-to-thickness (bit) ratio ranging from 19 to 54
were utilized in the interior of the plan and circular 16 inch diameter columns were
used at the building corners (contrary to the floor plan of Figure 1.3). Interior
diaphragm plates were used for beam-to-column connections.
This building was designed for seismic safety and comfort during high wind
loads. Experiments were conducted on the structure's components prior to the final
design and construction of the building. Based on the experimentation, design and
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construction of the structure, the designers learned the following: (1) additional
design criteria of CFT structures is required; (2) an improvement of the size
tolerances of produced steel tubes is required; and (3) less fire resistive coverage
is required for CFTs due to the heat sink provided by the concrete.
Several structures have been designed and constructed in the state of
Washington in the U.S. using circular CFT columns [Schneider, 1996]. The Husky
Stadium North Grandstand Cover at the University of Washington utilizes CFT
columns in critical regions. These columns are filled approximately 2/3 with
concrete and have a width-to-thickness (bit) ratio ranging from 20 to 75. The
structure is a braced frame system with out-of-plane bracing approximately every
50 feet. Both braced and unbraced MRFs with CFT columns have been used in
low- to mid-rise and high-rise structures, with an example being 2 Union Square in
Seattle, Washington. The bit ratios of typical high-rise structures ranges from 180
to 250 with slenderness ratios (column length-to-diameter) ranging from 2 to 14.
Concrete strengths of the high-rise structures range from 14000 to 19000 psi. For
low- to mid-rise structures bit and slenderness ratios typically range from 40 to 80
and 5 to 10, respectively.
An analytical study was conducted previously at Lehigh University to
compare the construction cost of a composite eFT column structure with a similar
steel structure [Vermaas, 1995]. The members of the steel frame were designed
to meet the AISC-LRFD seismic criteria [AISC, 1994]. The columns and beams of
the CFT frame were designed to meet the requirements of ACI [ACI, 1992] and
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LRFD [AISC, 1994]. respectively. The seismic design loads for the prototype
structures were determined in accordance with the NEHRP Equivalent Lateral Force
Procedure [NEHRP, 1991]. The design of both frames was found to be controlled
by the interstory drift criteria per NEHRP [1991]. The design details of the twenty
story prototype structures will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. The cost
analysis was based on the price of steel per weight and concrete per cubic yard
(see Table 1.1). It was found that the CFT frame offered a substantial reduction of
steel weight compared to the steel frame. Assuming that the relative costs of the
connections remained equal, the cost of the composite CFT column frame was
determined to be 20% less than that of the steel frame. Realistically, the relative
costs may not be the same if interior diaphragms in the CFT connections or an other
expensive detail is used. This issue forms part of the basis of the reported study
and will be discussed further later.
Additional research comparing CFT and wide-flange (WF) column structures
is currently being done at Lehigh University [Zhang and Ricles, 1996]. Three eFT
column moment resisting frame structures and three wide-flange column moment
resisting frame structures were designed and analyzed. The number of stories of
the structures was 6, 12 and 24. A summary of the results of the analysis is shown
in Table 1.2. Figure 1.4 shows the relationship between the weight of the steel
frame and the number of floors of the CFT and WF frames. It can be seen from
Figure 1.4 that the steel weight of the CFT frame decreases with respect to the WF
frame with an increase in the number of stories in the building. The 24 story CFT
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structure had a steel weight of 76% of that of the WF frame, reflecting a 24%
savings of total steel cost. Considering the total weight of the frames (see Figure
1.5), the concrete increases the CFT frame's weight slightly above that of the WF
frame. The CFT total frame weight ranges from 4 to 7% greater than that of the WF
frame. Assuming a cost of concrete considerably lower than that of steel, a net
savings in materials is implied. Figure 1.6, which shows the relationship between
number of floors and natural period of vibration (T) of the two types of structures,
illustrates that the CFT and WF structures possess similar periods.
Although composite construction has many advantages, some problems
must be pointed out regarding the use of this method of construction in seismic
zones. With respect to design, the current US code provisions offer little guidance
for seismic resistant composite design, placing a legal liability on the innovative
engineer who attempts it. Specifically, composite connection design details pose
a challenge due to the lack of understanding of the behavior and force transfer
mechanisms of the connection itself. A second problem that occurs in both seismic
and non-seismic zones is the different axial shortening of the two materials.
Different steel columns will have different axial shortening during construction,
causing floor leveling problems. Once the concrete is placed in the tubes, it will also
axially shorten relative to the steel due to the effects of creep and shrinkage. A third
problem with composite construction is the necessary courtship between two
different trade unions, concrete and steel. Unexpected labor costs can escalate
due to labor disputes between the two unions.
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1.3 Previous Research
A review of previous relevant research is presented. A connection between
a CFT column and wide flange beam may have some details that are similar to
those in traditional steel construction; also, similar issues and concerns exist with
respect to the strength and ductility of the connection's elements. Therefore, this
review included relevant studies associated with standard steel construction.
Specifically, a review of the following areas is given: CFT columns; steel beam-to-
hollow box column welded connections; bolted connections; and CFT column-to-
wide flange beam moment connections.
CFT Column Studies:
Research was conducted at the University of Texas by Richard W. Furlong
to study the behavior of CFT columns subjected to combined axial loads and
monotonic applied bending moments [Furlong, 1967, 1968]. Seventeen ultimate
strength tests were conducted on short length square CFT columns. Based on the
strain measurements in the concrete and steel of the CFT column specimens, it
was concluded that the steel and concrete sustain load independent of one another.
Furthermore, it was observed that the axial stiffness of the steel tube does not tend
to decrease as much as that of the concrete under compressive loading. It was
determined that tubes of square or rectangular cross-section were not as effective
as circular tubes in providing lateral confinement to the interior concrete due to the
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lack of stiffness of flat steel against pressure perpendicular to its surface. On the
other hand, it was found that the concrete core was effective in stabilizing the thin-
walled steel encasements from local buckling.
Furlong conducted an additional 21 tests to study the effect of the steel-to-
concrete bond and to assess the stiffness of CFT columns. A direct comparison
between the results from tests on bonded and unbonded specimens showed no
significant difference in behavior, suggesting that the adhesive bond between the
steel wall and concrete core in the former was too weak to prevent sliding or
separation. A crude stiffness function was determined to estimate EI at low axial
loads.
Extensive tests of circular, square and octagonal CFT columns under
concentric loading were conducted in Japan by Tomii et al. [1977]. It was
determined that the capacity of CFT stub columns was considerably larger than the
capacity of reinforced concrete columns predicted by strength theory due to the
lateral steel confinement of the concrete core. The load-deformation relationships
of tested specimens were found to be effected by the shape of the cross-section,
the width-to-thickness (bit) ratio of the tube and the concrete compressive strength.
A collaboration of Japanese CFT research presented for the fifth phase of the
U.S.-Japan Cooperative Earthquake Research Program included an extensive
study on the behavior of CFT stub columns centrally and eccentrically loaded
[Morino et aI., 1996]. Circular and square CFT and hollow stub columns were
tested to examine the confining effect of the steel tube on the concrete strength,
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to investigate the restraining effect of the concrete fill on steel tube buckling and to
establish moment-axial load interaction curves for the columns. A typical test
specimen is shown in Figure 1.7 and the specimen details and results of the
concentrically loaded test columns and the eccentrically loaded test columns are
summarized in Tables 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. The cold-formed tubes had a wall
thickness of 3.0, 4.5 and 6.0 mm (0.12, 0.18, and 0.24 in.). The diameter of the
circular tubes and the width of the steel tubes varied resulting an a bit ratio ranging
from 20 to 150. The steel yield stress and the concrete compressive strength
ranged from 63 to 8510 kgf/cm2 (0.90 to 121 ksi) and from 259 to 868 kgf/cm2 (3.7
to 12.3 ksi), respectively. Based on the test results, the following conclusions were
drawn: (1) the hollow circular steel tube columns were more effective in developing
their yield capacities than the hollow square steel tube columns; (2) circular CFT
columns were capable of developing capacities in excess of their nominal squash
load except for columns with large diameters (greater than 300 mm); and (3)
almost all the square CFT columns were not capable of developing their nominal
squash loads, possibly due to premature local buckling failure of the square steel
tube.
The advantages of CFT members were also evident in a study conducted by
Jefferey A. Packer at the University of Toronto [Packer, 1995]. Packer was able to
reinforce welded-truss connections between hollow structural sections (HSS) by
filling the chord member with concrete (see Figure 1.8). Tests were conducted on
31 filled and unfilled connections to study the behavior of the members and the
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effect of concrete filling on structural performance. The study showed that the
performance of HSS under transverse compression was greatly enhanced by the
concrete fill. This was attributed to the concrete fill increasing the connection's
bearing strength and resistance to punching shear. The bearing capacity of the
members was found to be greater than the compression strength of the concrete
due to the steel confinement.
Steel Beam-to-Box Column Studies:
Extensive research has been done to study the behavior of steel beam-to-
hollow box column connections. The relevance of these studies is the behavior of
the connection elements, and where the infill concrete may improve the behavior.
At Laval University in Quebec, Canada a study was conducted to investigate
the behavior of the moment connection between wide flange beams and hollow
square tubular columns under monotonic applied gravity load to the beam [Picard
and Giroux, 1976]. The testing program involved the monotonic loading of 23
specimens, where the predominant connection consisted of coped strap angles
which connected the flanges of two beams around a square tubular column in order
to effectively transmit the beam flange forces into the column's panel zone (see
Figure 1.9). These steel strap angles therefore are intended to create an external
diaphragm around the panel zone. The width of the beam flanges in the initial 23
tests were approximately equal to the column width. The details of the tested
specimens are given in Table 1.5, where the specimens are classified as
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categories A through F, and W. The results of the study indicated that adequate
precautions must be taken to prevent the occurrence of brittle fracture in the welded
strap angle connection. The connections were found to possess adequate strength
to carry the full plastic moment of the connected beams and sufficient rotational
capacity. The plastic rotation developed in the beams ranged from 8p=0.009 to
8p=0.074 radians. Figure 1.11 shows the average moment-rotation relationship of
the specimens of categories C, 0 and E. The three specimens of category E had
the greatest average plastic rotation. The strap angles of category E specimens
were fabricated with L4x4x9/16 shapes which were smaller than those of the other
categories. Because the rigidity of category E specimens was less than that of a
standard moment connection, the connection was termed 'nearly rigid' and further
studies of the P-Li effect were recommended. It was also felt that because of the
significant lateral displacements, bracing may be required to stiffen a frame
constructed with such connections.
Giroux and Picard conducted an additional 15 similar tests for the more
general case of a connection in which the beam flange width is narrower than the
width of the column, as illustrated in Figure 1.10 [Giroux and Picard, 1977]. The
strap angle connection remained the same for these tests. Once again, adequate
strength and sufficient rotational capacities were observed (8p ranged from 0.005 -
0.058 radians). Amongst the conclusions was that the possibility of brittle fracture
could be avoided if special attention was given to the geometric design of the
connection, and most importantly if the strap angles were coped. The design of a
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symmetric web connection was also recommended for connections where the beam
flanges are narrower than the column to help resist the applied shear force. This
connection was again found to be 'nearly rigid', implying the need for further
investigation of the P-Ll effect.
Cyclic load tests were conducted at the University of Southern California to
evaluate the moment capacity and ductility of large-scale welded wide flange beam-
to-hollow box column connections [Linderman and Anderson, 1990]. Tests were
conducted on ten box column specimens with and without internal diaphragms.
Based on the test results it was concluded that while a beam-to-box column
connection with an internal diaphragm resembles the ultimate connection behavior
of a standard beam to wide flange column, the corresponding elastic stiffness of
a similar box column connection without an internal diaphragm can be reduced by
as much as 18%. It was also found that by increasing the wall thickness of the
column (decreasing the bIt ratio), the diaphragm can be eliminated while
maintaining similar cyclic load characteristics to that of the standard wide flange
connection, or the diaphragm box column connection. However, the flexibility of
the column face in this instance can reduce the connection's elastic stiffness by as
much as 30%.
At the National Taiwan University, research was conducted to further build
on the findings of Linderman and Anderson [Tsai, et aI., 1992]. Cyclic loading tests
were conducted on 10 beam-to-hollow box column specimens without internal
diaphragms. Specimen details are summarized in Table 1.6. Specimens TB1
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through TB6 and SB2 through SB5 refer to beams fabricated from ASTM A36 and
JIS SM50A (A572 Grade 50 equivalent) grade material, respectively. The exterior
side of the beam flanges of Specimens SB2 and SB4 were reinforced with welded
triangular cover plates, while Specimens SB3 and SB5 had added triangular wing
plates welded to the side edges of the beam flanges as shown in Figure 1.12. The
mode of failure of all specimens was fracture at or near the flange weld, except for
Specimens SB3 and SB5, which fractured prematurely at the beam f1ange-
diaphragm weld. Most specimens showed significant plastic deformation before the
occurrence of beam flange fracture. A summary of Tsai's experimental results can
be seen in Table 1.7. Based on the test results it was concluded that the beam
rotational capacity using a conventional beam-to-box column connection is likely to
survive a severe earthquake if the ultimate flexural capacity of the beam flanges
alone is greater than that of the strain-hardened beam moment. If such is not the
case, properly designed cover plates or stiffeners can be used to enhance the
strength and ductility of the connection. A strain-hardening factor of 0=1.2 was also
suggested for use in the seismic design of beam-to-box column connections.
Research conducted by Tanaka, of Utsunomia University in Japan, also
focused on studying possible alternatives to internal diaphragms in beam-to-hollow
tube column connections [Tanaka, 1994]. The tubes were fabricated from hot rolled
plate. Vertical stiffeners were welded to the side of the beam flanges and the
stiffener ends were welded to the corners of the box column to create a diaphragm
external of the column, as illustrated in Figure 1.13. The external diaphragms of
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the BJP specimens were fabricated from welded steel plates, while the diaphragms
of the BJC specimens were cast steel. Of the four external diaphragm connections
tested, BJP-2 and BJC-2 were similar in design but larger, than BJP-1 and BJC-1,
respectively. The specimens were each tested to failure where cyclic loading was
applied to the beam. The mode of failure of the four tests was fracture occurring in
the diaphragm welds, as indicated in Figure 1.14. Prior to fracture the applied load-
displacement (H-Ll) hysteretic response of the specimens appeared to be
satisfactory, as illustrated in Figure 1.15. The maximum observed plastic beam
rotation was approximately 8p=O.11 radians, occurring in Specimen BJC-2 which
had a cast diaphragm. Based on the experimental results it was concluded that the
deformation capacity of this type of connection is sufficient if the external
diaphragms are carefully designed. Furthermore, greater ductility is achieved in the
specimens having cast diaphragms.
In an attempt to develop design criteria for I-beam-to-hollow box column
connections externally stiffened, an analytical study was conducted at the
University of Singapore [Ting, Shanmugam and Lee, 1993]. The design utilized
external T-stiffeners connected to the beam flange edges and the column face, as
shown in Figure 1.16. Various connections for a wide range of dimensions were
modeled and analyzed by the finite-element method (see Figure 1.17). Based on
the analytical results, design equations were developed. A recommended stiffener
length, L, could be determined from:
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B -bL =
2tan8
where: B = column width
b = beam-flange width
tan 8 = ratio of T-stiffener web width-to
(1.1)
length, 8 recommended to be taken as 20 0
Referring to Figure 1.18, the flange force transmitted to the column, Tp, can be
determined by:
Af = stiffener flange area
Aw =web area between flange and
K-line of T-stiffener
tsw =stiffener web thickness
0yt = yield strength
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)
This simple design method was determined to be applicable for both two-way
and four-way connections, where the latter involves beams framing into the
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connection from both directions. Results from the testing of various connections
consisting of specimens of a wide range of standard I-beam and box column
sections confirmed the accuracy of the proposed design method. The design
procedure was also found to agree well with previously obtained experimental
results.
To overcome the formentioned problem of brittle fracture in beam-to-box
column connections, Chen and Yeh studied the effects of slightly trimming, or
"dog-boning", beam flanges as shown in Figure 1.19 [Chen and Yeh, 1995]. The
basis behind such a detail is that by reducing the plastic moment capacity at the
trimmed area to that of the corresponding moment demand, as illustrated in Figure
1.20, plastic behavior will occur in the trimmed area only and avoid over-stressing
the field weldment. This would result in enhanced ductility of the connection. Five
specimens "dog-boned" to various degrees were cyclically tested at the National
Taiwan Institute of Technology. A schematic' of one of the test specimens,
Specimen PC-2, and the corresponding plastic deformation response is shown in
Figures 1.21 and 1.22, respectively. This specimen achieved the greatest plastic
rotation 8p of all specimens, where 8p=0.0488 radians. This plastic beam rotation
is significantly greater than that of specimens without the dog-bone detail, as Figure
1.23 shows the distribution of plastic rotation of tested specimens with traditional
flange details as having an average of 8p=0.0092 radians. Based on the
experimental results, the folloWing conclusions were drawn:
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(1) The proposed connection method is capable of achieving a plastic
rotation greater than 8p=0.04 radians, which is several times larger than the
average plastic rotation of traditional connections (see Figure 1.23).
(2) By forcing yielding to occur in the tapered flanges, stress concentrations
in the welds can be avoided and energy dissipation will become much more reliable.
(3) The proposed method results in an enlarged yielding zone compared to
that of the traditional plastic hinge.
(4) An adequate ultimate strength of the beam's flexural capacity of
approximately 1.29 that of the nominal flexural strength can be achieved.
(5) The taper of the flange reduces the stiffness of the connection by only
3%, which is considered acceptable.
Bolted Connection Studies:
Bolted connections may be a viable alternative to welded for CFT connection
design for seismic areas. Numerous studies related to bolted connections for
traditional wide flange steel construction have been conducted.
Early research on bolted split-tee moment connections include a study
conducted by Richard T. Douty and William McGuire [Douty and McGuire, 1965].
The research sought to investigate the following:
(1) the ultimate capacity of a beam with bolt holes in both flanges;
(2) changing of tension in beam flange bolts with increasing load and the
possibility of slip in these bolts;
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(3) changing of tension in column bolts with increasing load;
(4) the behavior and magnitude of prying forces developed between the
flange of a tee and column;
(5) the strength, deformation and rotational capacity of the connection and
its components;
(6) the vertical shear resistance of bolted connections.
To fully understand the behavior of a split-tee connection, three types of
tests were conducted: (1) T-stub web-to-beam flange connections, (2) T-stub
f1ange-to-column connections, and (3) assembled tee-stub connection. The T-stub
web-to-beam flange tests were intended to determine whether it was possible to
develop the gross section plastic moment in a beam having holes in its flanges.
The T-stub f1ange-to-column tests were conducted to assess the varying tensile
forces of the bolts and the resulting prying forces developed (see Figure 1.24). The
purpose of the assembled T-stub connection tests was to study the performance of
the connection under more realistic conditions and compare that with the behavior
of the individual components. The results of the assembled connection tests are
shown in Table 1.8.
Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions were drawn:
(1) The gross section plastic moment can be developed in beams with
typical flange holes.
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(2) This connection type will not compromise the rotational capacity of the
member. The ultimate failure mode of a properly proportioned connection IS
typically either local or lateral buckling outside of the connection region.
(3) The prying force can be reduced by using relatively thick tee flanges.
(4) With a thinner tee flange, prying forces will decrease with increasing
load, but may remain significant up to complete fracture. The breaking strength of
tension bolts can be reached even with thin tee flanges, due to the flange strain-
hardening.
(5) For design purposes, the limiting factor for working loads is the load at
which separation occurs between the connection plates at the bolts.
Analytical research was conducted by Kishi and Chen [1990] to develop an
accurate numerical model representing the moment-curvature relationship (M-S) of
semi-rigid bolted beam-to-column connections. The connections studied included
single and double web-angle connections and top- and seat-angle connections,
both with and without double web angles. A typical double angle connection is
shown in Figure 1.25. The M-S relationship developed was a modification of the
power model, as shown in Figure 1.26, to represent an elastic-perfectly plastic
moment-rotation relationship:
(1.6)
where:
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Rki = the connection's initial stiffness
Mu =the ultimate moment capacity of the
connection
n = a shape parameter correlating with
experimental data
For the double angle of Figure 1.25, the initial connection stiffness was derived as:
(1.7)
where: g3 = gc - w I 2 - ta I 2 (1.8)
gc = the distance from the web angle heel to
the center of the bolt holes
ta = the thickness of the web angle
w = the width of the fastener's nut
Ell =the stiffness of flange angle leg in
contact with the column face
Ela = the stiffness of the web angle leg in
contact with the column face
The parameter d1, d3and g1 are shown in Figures 1.27 and 1.28. Stiffness
equations similarto Eqn. (1.7) were derived for the other connection types including:
the top- and seat-angle connection without web angles; single web-angle
connection; and the double web-angle connection. To verify the accuracy of the
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derived model, the experimental test data in a data bank at Purdue University for
steel beam-to-column connections were used [Kishi and Chen, 1986]. Based on
the comparison between experimental and analytical data, the power model was
found to agree reasonably well with experimental results.
Five tests were conducted on bolted end-plate beam-to-column connections
at McMaster University in Ontario to determine the behavior of such connections
under cyclic loading [Ghobarah, et aI., 1990]. The specimens consisted of end-
plates welded to beams and bolted to the flanges of wide flange columns. The
column web was reinforced by welded vertical plates slightly greater in depth than
the beam. Horizontal continuity plates were welded at the beam flange height to the
columns of three of the specimens. Two specimens had triangular stiffener plates
welded to the. end-plate and the beam flange. Details of the various specimens can
be seen in Figure 1.29. The end-plate thickness of Specimens A-1 through A-3
were designed to sustain a moment of 1.3 Mp of the beam, while Specimen A-4 and
A-5 were designed for Mp at the end-plate. The results of the tests are shown in
Table 1.9. In all tests, the connections were capable of sustaining moments in
excess of the beam's nominal plastic moment capacity, Mp• Based on the results
of the study, the following conclusions and design recommendations were given:
(1) From a seismic point of view, the use of an unstiffened column at the
connection was not recommended.
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(2) A lose of pre-tension force in the bolts with increasing loading cycles was
observed (see Figure 1.30), suggesting that bolts be designed to sustain 1.3 Mp to
avoid failure and pre-tension loses when subjected to seismic excitation.
(3) To survive severe earthquakes, the current code limitations for the
thickness of unstiffened end-plate design should be increased to sustain 1.3 Mp to
account for strain-hardening of the beam.
(4) The thickness of stiffened end-plates should be designed to sustain Mp.
(5) Properly designed and detailed extended end-plate connections are
suitable for use in moment-resisting frames in areas of high seismicity.
Additional end-plate connection tests were conducted at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University on three specimens [Murray and Meng, 1994]. The
intent of this research was to develop suitable connections without beam-to-column
welds to avoid the brittle fracture observed in welded connections during the
Northridge earthquake. Each specimen consisted of a cantilever beam attached to
a column. The experimental test setup is shown in Figure 1.31. The columns of the
three specimens were unstiffened, where one of the specimens (Specimen 3) was
fabricated with shims between the end-plates and the column face. The shimmed
connection was tested in an attempt to eliminate prying forces. The plate thickness
of each specimen was designed using yield-line analysis. The bolt diameter was
determined by the IImodified Kennedyll method which includes bolt prying forces
[Kennedy et ai, 1981]. The end-plate dimensions and material properties are shown
in Table 1.10. The failure mechanism for each of the three tests was local buckling
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of the beam flanges without signs of end-plate, weld, bolt or column distress. The
increase in bolt force observed in the outer bolts of the non-shimmed tests
(Specimens 1 and 2), illustrate the prying effect of the unstiffened end-plate
connections, as seen in Figure 1.32. The load-displacement (H-~) and moment-
rotation (M-8) histeresis loops shown in Figure 1.33 gives an indication of the
strength and energy dissipation capabilities observed in the specimens. Although
the bolt forces were found to decrease under cyclic loading, no pinching occurred
in the H-~ relationship. It was concluded by this study that properly detailed end-
plate connections are viable connections for use in seismically loaded frames.
Another conclusion was that shims cause a larger amount of loss of bolt force,
probably due to compression of the shims.
A similar study was conducted by Tsai and Popov in which three bolted end-
plate connections (Specimens 10, 10R and 12) were tested [Tsai and Popov,
1990]. Each specimen had column continuity plates. Specimen 10 was an
unstiffened extended end plate. Specimen 10R had stiffeners welded to the end-
plate and beam flanges and used 1 inch diameter bolts in lieu of 7/8 inch bolts.
Specimen 12 also used 1 inch diameter bolts, along with a larger W21x44 shape
beam. Figure 1.34 shows the details of the test specimens. After a small number
of cyclic load reversals, an inner bolt (within the beam flanges) on Specimen 10
fractured prematurely. This was attributed to the increased rigidity of the inner side
of the end-plates which were stiffened by their weld to the beam web, leading to an
increase in force in the bolts of that area. To improve the connection, Specimen
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10R was created by welding stiffeners as previously mentioned. Specimen 10R
showed enhanced ductility. To further examine the differences in the prying effect
of the two specimens, a finite element analysis was conducted on models of the
two end-plates (see Figures 1.35, 1.36). The displacement contours for the two
models show the deformations that result from prying forces in Specimen 10 and
the increased rigidity of Specimen 10R. A decrease in bolt force was observed in
Specimen 10R with additional loading cycles (see Figure 1.37). The stiffener
welded to Specimen 1OR was effective in reducing the prying effect, as the external
bolt forces showed little increase in force at peak displacements. Specimen 12 was
tested and exceptional performance was reported. It was concluded that end-plate
beam-to-column connections are a viable alternative to traditional connections in
moment-resisting frames. More stringent recommendations were suggested for bolt
design than what the current AISC codes specify. To avoid bolt fracture, it was
suggested to use higher strength bolts or to stiffen the outside of the end-plates.
An appropriate magnification factor for required bolt strength of 1.6 times the
conventional design was recommended. The end-plate thickness was also selected
to correspond with the magnified bolt force.
The performance of various types of bolted bracket connections were studied
by Kasai and Bleiman at Lehigh University [1995]. The intent was to investigate
viable alternatives to welded connections based on the non-ductile performance of
such connections observed in the Northridge earthquake. Two types of brackets
were used in the beam-to-column connections. The first, a haunch bracket,
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utilized an L-shaped portion cut from a wide flange section, with a vertical stiffener
plate welded to the web and flange of the haunch. The flange and web legs of the
haunch were bolted to the column and beam flange, respectively. The second
bracket, referred to as the pipe bracket, utilized two-2 inch diameter high-strength
steel pipes welded to a horizontal plate. Also welded to the pipe and plate was a
"rib plate" intended to create a larger stress path from the horizontal plate to the
pipe. The horizontal plate was bolted to the beam flange and bolts inserted through
the pipes were fastened to the column. The testing consisted of two phases.
Phase I, termed the small section subassembly, consisted of W16x40 beams
connected to W12x65 columns (see Figure 1.38), while in Phase II, termed the
large section subassembly, the beam and columns were W36x150 and W14x426,
respectively. Based on the experimental results the following conclusions were
drawn:
(1) The connections studied appeared to be a viable approach for repair of
damaged welded connections.
(2) The proposed connections possess rotational capacities in excess of
those seen in typical welded moment connections.
(3) Premature fracture in the net-area of the beam flanges can be prevented
by careful design and detailing. This included the use of brass shims in the shear
plane to avoid gouging of the beam flanges from burrs around the bolt holes,
created from fabrication or bolt bearing. Furthermore, the use of washer plates
under the beam flange bolts avoided local beam flange buckling from attenuating
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to the net section in the flange. Both the brass shim and washer plates inhibited a
fracture through the flange net section.
CFT Connection Studies:
While a number of studies have been conducted on steel beam-to-CFT
column connections under seismic loading in Japan, until recently no related
studies have been done in the U.S. Matsui [1985] developed a method of design
for H-shape beam-to-CFT column connections which were later adopted by the
Architectural Institute of Japan [AIJ 1987]. Matsui determined the allowable
strength of two types (Types I and II) of stiffeners (diaphragms), expressed in Eqns.
(1.9-1.11), could be taken as sPa when subjected to short-term (seismic) loading.
Figure 1.39 shows the stiffener types with all relevant parameters, where for the
two details
Type I: (1.9)
and, Type II:
where:
sPa shall be taken as the lesser value
obtained from Eqns (1.10) and (1.11)
B ts
sPa =(0+2hs -d)2 *- *OyS (1.10)
d2
sPa =(0 + 2 hs - d) ts Oys (1.11 )
Oys =the yield stress of the stiffener
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0yt = the yield stress of the tube
The allowable beam moment applied to a connection, sMa' based on sPa is
expressed in Eqn. (1.12):
(1.12)
where: J = the beam depth between the flanges
The panel zone of a CFT column must possess sufficient shear strength so
that the connecting members can reach their ultimate strength. The allowable
strength of a CFT column subjected to earthquake loading, pMa , is expressed in
Eqn. (1.13):
5D sA 0yt
pMa=pPas j =(c A - c fs+ ) sj
s j 2v'3
(1.13)
To verify the strength formulae of the H-shape beam-to-CFT column
connections, a series of tests were conducted by Matsui [1985]. The specimens
were designed so that initial yielding would occur in the stiffener (diaphragms),
where the beams and columns had sufficient strength relative to the stiffeners and
panel zones. The test results of 6 specimens are summarized in Table 1.11. The
results proved that a frame composed of H-shape beam-to-CFT columns with
stiffeners designed in accordance with Eqns. (1.9-1.11) have exceptional behavior
under earthquake loading. Due to the restricting effect of filled concrete on local
buckling of the tube, it was determined that the bIt ratio of a CFT column could be
mitigated to 1.5 times that of a hollow box column. Based on this study it was found
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that building frames constructed from eFT columns would be both ductile and
economically advantageous.
The above equations were modified to determine the ultimate shear strength,
JMu' of beam-to-column connections in the AIJ provisions [1987] where
say
JMu=cV JFsj~+ 1.2 sV-
,,13
3.6 Fc
JFs= min(0.12 Fc' 18 + )
100
(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.16)
(1.17)
(1.18)
in which ls' say, Fc' cA, sA, sB d, ands 0 are the shear strength of the concrete
inside the steel tube, the yield stress of the steel tube, the compressive strength
of the concrete (kg/cm2) , the cross-sectional area of the concrete, the cross-
sectional are of the steel tube, the height of the steel tube between the beam
flanges and the length of the steel web of the column in the panel zone,
respectively. The total shear strength of the panel zone, Vt, can be derived from
Eqn (1.14):
(1.19)
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Further studies on bolted H-beam-to-CFT column connections were
conducted by Kanatani, et al. [1987]. The research sought to solve two problems
commonly associated with CFT column connections: (1) the local deformation and
possible failure of the tube subjected to the concentrated flange forces of the beam;
and (2) the difficulty of fabricating CFT connections without field welding. The test
setup consisted of cruciform shaped test specimens, having one column and two
beams. Gravity load tests were initially conducted, where a load was applied to the
top of the column and the beams of the cruciform-shaped specimen were vertically
supported at their ends. The purpose of the test was to examine the out-of-plane
deformation of the CFT. Three different test specimen connection details were
evaluated, namely: (1) split-tee connection (two specimens); (2) a through
diaphragm connection (one specimen); and (3) an exterior diaphragm connection
(one specimen) as illustrated in Figure 1.40. The member dimensions and the test
results are given in Tables 1.12 and 1.13, respectively. At 70-80% of the maximum
load during each test, slippage and separation occurred between the tee flanges
and column face. A comparison of the moment-rotation response of a beam of the
four test specimens is given in Figure 1.41. As evident in this figure, the split-tee
specimens were able to sustain a greater load than the diaphragm specimens. The
maximum moments the beams developed exceeded the plastic moment. It was
concluded from the vertical test results that the split-tee connection was effective
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in transmitting the beam's plastic moment to the column, and their behavior is
equivalent to that of the diaphragm connection.
To evaluate the behavior of connections subjected to cyclic loading,
additional tests involving the application of cyclic load to the top of the column were
conducted on 6 specimens. The test matrix consisted of: one through- diaphragm
connection; two split-tee connections; and three end-plate connections. The
details of the through-diaphragm and split-tee connections were the same as in the
gravity tests, where the details of the end-plate connection are shown in Figure
1.42 and summarized in Table 1.14. The test results of the horizontal load tests are
shown in Table 1.15. As part of this study, Kanatani et al. also developed a model
to predict the shear capacity of a CFT's panel zone based on superimposing the
strength of the steel panel (Vs) and that of the concrete (\f;). On this basis, the
shear capacity Q is
Q = V +Vs c
where Vs is based on the von Mises yield criterion,
(1.20)
(1.21)
in which As in the total steel area of the panel zone of the CFT (Le., As =2bt) and
Oy is the steel tube's yield strength. The contribution V c is based on a diagonal strut
(see Figure 1.45), where
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(1.22)
in which fe', S, B and a are the concrete compressive strength, the strut width, the
out-of-plane column width and the inclined angle of the strut, respectively.
Based on the analytical and experimental studies, the following conclusions
were drawn by Kanatani et al.:
(1) Failure was caused by local buckling of the column flange when bIt = 42.
The connection behavior was independent of concrete strength and connection
type.
(2) The connections showed a stable restoring force with an average beam
rotation 8 within the range of +1- 0.02 radians.
(3) The loss of the pre-tension force in the bolts (see Figure 1.43) did not
effect the behavior of the connection. In the split-tee specimens, the use of through
bolts in the out-of-plane direction between the tee flanges was effective as a
stiffener for out-of-plane deformations of the column wall.
(4) In the panel zone, although the concrete reached it's cracking shear
capacity at relatively low loads, the load carrying capacity did not decrease. The
encased concrete panel zone, therefore, is effective in resisting shear force.
(5) The equivalent heights of the effective panel zone are different for the
split-tee and end-plate connections. For the split-tee the height should be taken as
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the beam depth, while the distance between the outer bolts should be used for the
end-plate connection.
(6) A mathematical model for predicting the force-deformation behavior of
the panel zone, based on superimposing the force-deformation behavior of the steel
and concrete, was found to correlate well with test results.
The only known U.S. research on the seismic performance of steel beam-to-
CFT column connections are those studies conducted at Lehigh University [Ricles,
et aL, 1995, Vermaas, 1995]. This research involved two investigations which
precede the study reported in this paper.
The first investigation consisted of an experimental and analytical study to
evaluate the parameters effecting the strength, stiffness and ductility of the CFT
panel zone under direct shear [Ricles et aL, 1995]. The relevant parameters of the
study were the width-to-thickness (bIt) ratio of the steel tube, the width S and angle
a of the compressive strut (see Figure 1.44) and the effect of internal steel
diaphragms. Four half-scale specimens, both with and without diaphragms and
with varying width-to-thickness (bIt) ratios were tested. The specimen details are
listed in Table 1.16.
The test results were compared with three analytical models for predicting
the shear capacity of the panel zone. The models included: (1) Kanatani's Model
[Kanatani et aL, 1985]; (2) Modified Strut Model; and (3) a model using ACI criteria.
These models and analytical expressions are illustrated in Figure 1.45. Each model
assumes that the shear capacity of the panel zone is the sum of the steel and
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concrete shear strengths. In all three models the steel capacity is based on the von
Mises yield criteria (Le., Eqn. (1.21 )). The difference among the models is in their
determination of the concrete resistance. The conclusions of the study were as
follows:
1. The use of internal steel diaphragms increases the contribution of the
concrete to the shear capacity of the panel zone.
2. Panel zone specimens without internal diaphragms performed well and
possess exceptional ductility (see Figure 1.46).
3. The shear capacity of the panel zone specimens correlate well with joint
capacity strength equations, particularly the Kanatani model.
4. Changing the strut angle did not lead to an appreciable effect (see Figure
1.47).
The results in this study also showed that while a slight loss in capacity
occurs after reaching the peak load, strength is regained leading to exceptional
ductility, as illustrated in Figure 1.49. It was also found that as the width-to-
thickness (bIt) ratio of the specimen decreases, the shear capacity of the panel
zone increases (see Fig 1.48).
The second investigation involved conducting two full-scale cyclic load tests
in order to investigate the stiffness, strength and ductility of wide flange beam-to-
eFT column welded connections subjected to cyclic lateral loading. The test setup
is similar to that used in the current study (see Figure 2.7). Specimen 1 had a pair
of interior diaphragms welded to the four sides of a 16x16x1/2 inch concrete-filled
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tube and short cover plates welded to the flanges of W24x62 beams, as shown in
Figure 1.50. Specimen 3 had exterior diaphragms consisting of structural tees
welded to the edges of the beam flanges and to the column (see Figure 1.51). The
connections were designed to resist a moment of 1.25 Mp developing in the beam.
Both specimens sustained a displacement ductility of ~=3.0 before the tests were
halted due to fracture in the beam flanges. In Specimen 1 the fracture occurred at
the toe of the weld, at the end of the cover plate. The fracture in Specimen 3
occurred at the end of the tee connection. Both tests showed exceptional behavior
prior to fracture. The Lateral load-displacement histories of the two specimens are
shown in Figures 1.52 and 1.53. The maximum plastic rotation developed in the
beams of Specimens 1 and 3 were 8p = 0.038 and 0.025, respectively. Shear
strains of V = 0.004 to 0.005 radians were measured in the panel zone indicating
that minor shear yielding had occurred. Based on the experimental data, the
following conclusions were drawn:
(1) A CFT connection with interior or exterior structural tee diaphragms have
exceptional strength, stiffness and ductility.
(2) The initial elastic stiffness of the CFT column can be closely
approximated by the uncracked transformed section. At levels of interstory drift
exceeding 0.5%, cracking and debonding of the concrete will occur and the
stiffness will be reduced.
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(3) Special attention must be given to the design and detail of beam
connections to assure that areas of strain concentration do not exist in the beam
flanges. By doing this, fracture can be inhibited and performance will be enhanced.
(4) When properly designed, the moment at the end of the connection
region can approach 1.25 times the plastic flexural capacity Mp of the beam.
1.4 Objectives
Based on the previous research involving CFT columns used in moment-
resisting frames, it has become evident that such members can prove viable in
seismic design. eFT members have been found to possess strength, stiffness and
ductility; desired qualities of a structure subjected to seismic excitation. Because
knowledge about the forces acting in a CFT column-to-beam connection under
earthquake loading is limited and design guidelines are currently lacking in the U.S.,
a multiphase research program was conducted to investigate the behavior of such
connections. Experimental tests and analytical studies were conducted to compare
the effectiveness of various connections. The objectives of the study are as follows:
(1) To assess the force transfer mechanism and behavior of different types
of wide flange beam-to-CFT connections subjected to cyclic loading resembling that
of an actual earthquake.
(2) To experimentally and analytically evaluate the effect that various
structural connection details have on the performance of this mechanism.
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(3) To experimentally assess the strength, stiffness and ductility of CFT
connections subjected to cyclic loading.
(4) To experimentally assess the elastic lateral stiffness of CFT columns
subjected to combined axial loads and cyclic bending moments.
(5) To develop design recommendations for wide flange beam-to-CFT
column connections used in moment-resisting frames in areas of high seismicity.
1.5 Scope
This report presents the studies and the findings of a portion of the
multiphase research program, undertaken to further understand the behavior and
characteristics of CFT columns and the connection between beams and such
columns. This particular phase involved investigating two different moment
connections, namely a welded exterior diaphragm detail and a bolted detail using
split tees. A description of the design of the two full-scale wide flange beam-to-CFT
column test specimens and test setup, and an analytical study of the welded
connection is given in Chapter 2. This is proceeded by a discussion in Chapter 3
of the experimental behavior of each specimen. The experimental results are
evaluated and discussed in Chapter 4, with an emphasis on the column stiffness,
the connection strength and stiffness, and stiffness and the ductility of the test
specimens. In addition, the separate components comprising the interstory drift is
also presented. Conclusions based on the experimental and analytical findings are
given, along with recommendations for the design of CFT connections.
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Table 1.1 - Economical Comparison of CFT and WF Moment Resisting Frames (Complete Building)
Maximum
Total Steel Approx. Approx. Total Factored
Frame Weight Concrete Steel Cost Concrete Cost Inter-story
[Ibs] [cy] [$] Cost [$] r$l Drift (%)
CFT Column Frame 1043500 340 2087000 30500 2117500 0.01488
WF Column Frame 1330700 --- 2661400 --- 2661400 0.01489
Cost Difference 544000
~
-"
Table 1.2 - CFT and WF Frame Analysis Results [Zhang and Ricles, 1996]
Fundamental
# of Floors Steel Frame Weight Total Frame Weight Elastic Period*
[kips] [kips] [sec]
CFT WF CFTIWF CFT WF CFT/WF CFT WF
6 83 103 0.81 1683 1611 1.04 1.50 1.60
12 188 219 0.86 3382 3236 1.05 2.88 2.81
24 420 552 0.76 7062 6585 1.07 3.77 3.61
* - First Mode Shape
Circular section
50ccimen Say 0 OIl eO. ~ Nu
CC4·A~ 2890 14R ' 50.2 .• 39.1~
CC4-C·0 2890 ,m I 101.5 •• 79.5 80
CC4·D~ 2890 449. 151.9 •. 120 115.6
CC6-A~ 5900 121.f 26.8 .- 98.5 108.3
CC6-C-D 5900 21R.~ 52.5 .. 196.7 180.5
CC6·D~ 5900
'5.2.2 79.3 .. 298.9 283. I
CCB·A~ 8510 107 f 16.f .. 174.8J2IJ
CCB-C~ 8510 nu 34.3 .. 372.5 390.8
CCB·D~ 8510 111\~ 52 .. 570.4 589.9
CC4·A·2 2890 149 50.4 259 81 96
CC4·A-4·1 2890 148.~ 50.3 413 105.5 108.5
CC4·A-4· 2890 149') 50.4 413 105.8~
CC4·A·8 2890 1494 50.5 785 166.2 18\.6
CC4-C·2 2890 300.5 J91.5 1~2 ---1~6.4 242.9
CC4·C-4·1 2890
...300.2 ..l.Q\.4 ill 364.7 l.....ng
CC4·C-4·2 2890 ,m 101.4 419 364.7 32 \.4
CC4-C·8 2890
..J!ill 101.5,11.2 637.8,~
CC4·D·2 2890 450 152 259
-ill 450.2
CC4·0-4·1 2890 449 R 152 419 768.1 700.5
CC4·D-4· 2890~Q
---ill .112 768.7~
CC4·D·8 2890 442.2 152 ~.Q~ 1463.2 1189.5
CC6·A·2 5900
-.lli..2 26.~ 259 124.61---lll:2
CC6-A-4·1 5900
-.llLB 26.~ 413 139.8 169
CC6-A-4- 5900
-.llLE,~ 413 139.8 169.6
CC6·A·8 5900 -.l1J..j,~ 785 176.3 214.1
CC6-C·2 5900~~ 259 303.8 309.5
CC6·C-4-1 5900 2,R 2 52.5
.111 366.7I 365.4
CC6·C-4-2 5900
-23B.l -.22.4 ill -166.5 37\.9
CC6-C·8 5900 237.8,~ 785 518.6I 568.8
CC6·D·2 5900
..1&6~M 259 550.7I~
CC6-D-4-1 5900
...36Q.6 79.4 419 705.9 I 740.3
CC6-0-4· 5900
..160.2I~ ill 704.6 718.4
CC6·D·8 5900 360.4,~ 868 1140.3 1173.2
CCB·A·2 8510
_lOB _J§} ~2 -.!2~,2 ---.m
CCB·A-4·1 8510 108.5 _!~~ 413 206 249.4
CC8·A-4·'l 8510 108.1~ 413 205.1 I 244.9
CCB·A·8 8510
..l.QU 16.7~ 232.1I~
CCS-C·2 851!)
...n~.! _?1,~ ~2 -.1§L] _506.2
CCB·C-4·1 8510
-222.2 _14] in __2.H:2 -174.2
CCB·C-4·2 8510 -2fL~ _HJ .1)] __511 -182.7
CC8-C·8 8510 222.4~1~ 643.7 744.8
CC8·D·2 8510~ -&1 259 784.7,~
CC8·0-4-1 8510 33Qj _5~ 419 914.9 985.9
CC8-0-4-2 8510 .J3(i~7 _ J~ 412 _m,? loo2.S
CC8·D·8 8510 111\/i 52 868 1284.5 -i404}
NOle: Nu = experimcnlalllilimalc slrength ill If
see footnote of Table 1.4 for symbols
Square seclion
Specimen Say 0 011 ca. ~ Nu
CR4·A·0 2670 148.5 3B -- 65.2 74.4
CR4·C·0 2670 214.7 49 - 96.2 83.3
CR4·0·0 2670 323.1 73.~ -- 146.9 88.1
CR6·A·0 6300 144.2 22.7 -- 209.9 221.1
CR6-C·O 6300 211 33.2 -- 317 301.3
CR6·0-0 6300 318.1 50 - 488.7 327
CR8·A-0 8510 -...-.!1Q 18.5·- 234.8 ~5.4
CR8·C·0 8510 174.9 27 -- 355:6 340.5
CR8·0·0 8510 264.6 405 -- 553.1 368.1
CR4·A-2 2670 148.4 33.~ 259 115.5 117.6
CR4·A-4-1 2670 148.2 33.8 413 145.1 144.2
CR4·A-4·2 2670 148.2 33.S 413 145.1 143
CR4·A·8 2670 148.2 33.8 785 217.2 2I5
CR4·C·2 2670 215.2 49.1 259 206.2 181.2
CR4·C-4·1 2670 214.9 49.\ 419 273.2247.2
CR4-C-4·2 2670 "2i4.ii~ "419 -in~
CR4·C-8 2670 214.8 49 8\9 44\.9~
CR4-0-2 2670 323 73.8 259~ 343.3
CR4·0-4·1 2670 323 73.7 419 559.6 504~
CR4·0-4· 2670 323 73.7 419, 559.5 492.5
CR4·0·8 2670 323.6....nJ -ill _917 ~62.~
CR6·A·2 6300
1
144.2 22.7 259 ~4.2 ...162)
CR6·A-4-1 6300 144.1 22. 413 280,4 286.3
CR6·A-4- 6300 144.1 22.7 413 280.5 282
CR6-A-8 6300 143.9 22.t 785 343.4 346.6
CR6-C-2 6300 210.8 33.1 259 417.7, 399.7
CR6·C-4·1 6300 211 33.2 413 ~~.6 --..151.5
CR6·C-4·2 6300 ..1.!Q~ 33.1...111_.118.1 -.157.2
CR6·C-8 6300 210.6 33.\ 785 622.3 587.2
CR6·0-2 6300 318.9 50.1 259 73\.2 644.5
CR6·0-4·1 6300t218.6~J ..112 -.!!19.1 -.12~)
CR6·0-4·263oo 318.2 50 419 877.6 762
CR6·0·8 6300 318.6 50.1 868, 1296.9 1056.1
CR8·A-2 .illQ _1M) .J8.5 252 ...l64.! _~E~
CR8·A-4-\ 8510 120.4 18.f 413 282.7 301.5
CR8·A-4·2 8510 120.4 \8.f 413 282.6 301.9
CR8·A-8 8510 119.3 18.4 785 323.1 338.3
CR8·C·2 851Q --.!12 --.J1222 423.5 --..1~2)
~R8·C·4.\ ~2!!) .l1.1~....17 ..1P _i~~ ._1~P
CR8·C-4·2 85!!) _]74.9 .....11 _.1D _~~~l,~ ._~f!~)
CR8·C·8 8510 174.9 27 785 560.4 547.2
CR8-0-2 8510 264.8~ 259 716.3 667.~
. CR8·0·4· I 8510 263.8 40.8..1.!.2~ 725.7
CR8·0·4·2851O 264.5 40.Q 4\9 815.6 731.3CR8-[).8 85io 264:9 '4o.Q -gil) -i008.ij -916:7
Table 1.3 - Properties of Specimens and Test Results of Centrally
Loaded Columns [Morino, et aI., 1996]
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I Circular section Square section
*
*
*
*
*
Note:D =depth of steel tuhe in mm
Mu=experimental ultimate moment in tf . m
Value in+-+ and ( ) means the e.Mu of
spesimens failed in premature failure due to
cracking in welded portion hefore and after
reaching the maximum moment.respectively.
Soecimen ,ay D D/l ca. NIN- Mu
ER4·A-4-4.5 267Q 149 1.1 419 0.53 4.28
ER4-A-4-20
12670 ill 21 419 J!J~I~
ER4-C-2-6 267Q~~~9 0.56 7.04
ER4-C·2-20 2670 216 49 259 0.25 10.34
ER4-C-4-6 2670 216 49 419 0.51 8.46
ER4·C-4·1O 2670 216 49 419 0.38 10.52
ER4-C-4-20 2670 216 49 419 0.21 11.77
ER4-C-8-6 2670 216 49 819 0.46 12.38
ER4-C·8-10 2670
.ill -1~ 819 0.33I~
ER4·D·4-6 2670 l~ 11 419 ---M I 20.49
ER4·D-4·20 2670 lH ..n 419 0.27 30.27
ER6-A-4-4.5 6300 144
..n 419 0.59 8.74
ER6-A-4-20 . 63 144
--.n 419 0.22 12.76
ER6-C-2-6 63 11lQ --.n 259 0.58 14.86
ER6-C-2-025 63 210 33 259 0.25 25.8
ER6-C-4-6 63 elli --.n 419 0.57 16.77
ER6-C-4-1O 63 210 33 419 0.44~
ER6-C-4·30 63 l!Q .l~ .1!~ -.Ql§~
!m~-C-~-~ .... 63 210 33 819 Q:~4 _~ LQ:1
~!!6-C-8-20 _~ llQ --.n !H2 0.24 ~Q,g
ER6-D-4-1O 63 318 dl 419 0.48 41.57
ER6-D-4-30 ~ .ill ...1l i!~ 0.23[~
ER8-A-4-0I 8510 120~ 419 0.08 (tfr5
ER8-C-2-04 8510 l1Q J1 259 0.39 (20.7
ER8-C-2-06 8510 174 27 259 0.59 16.1
ER8-C-4-025 8510 174 27
.ill 0.25 (.z-r.u
ER8-C-4-04 8510 174 27 413 0.4 (21.7
ER8-C-4-06 8510 174 27 413 0.59 15.6
ER8-C-8-04 8510 174 27 785 0.4 (24.0)
ER8-C-8-116 8510 174 27 78~
--M 18.6
ER8-D-4-04 8510 264 dl 413 _0.41 _42J
ER8-D·4-06 8510 264 41 413 0.61 32.6
Note:,ay=yield stress in kgflcm2
(stress at 0.002 offset strain)
D =outside diameter of steel tube in 0101
t =wall thickness of steel tube
ca. =cylinder strength of concrete in kgf/cm2
N =applied axial force
No= nominal squash load
M u=experimental ultimate moment in tf . 01
Value in +-+ and ( ) means the e.Mu of
specimens failed in premature failure due III
cracking in welded portion before and after
reaching $D of2.5%. respectively.
E C 8-A-4-06 (or 20)
]111
1 L initial eccentric distance in mm for rectangular sectionN/No=O.6 for circular section and square section denoted by ..
Design compressive strength of concrete in kgf/cm2 : Fc~OO. ,100.100
Rank of D/t ratio concerning energy ahsorption capacity of hollow steel tuhe:
Rank-FA, FC. FD
Nominal icnsiiC strength ofsteeltuhe in kgflmm2 : Grade S§ll. Sgll. S,10
£ircular or ,Rectangular section
Eccentric or £entral axial loading
Soecimen ,ay D D/I eO. N/N( Mu
EC4-A-4.Q35 2890 150 50.7 407 0.35 3.26
EC4-A-4.Q6 2890 150 50.7 407 0.6 2.72
EC4·C-2-035 2890 300 101.3 250 0.35 13.08
EC4-C-2-116 2890 300 101.3 250 0.6 11.19
EC4-C-4-03 2890 300 101.3 407 0.3 15.3
EC4-C-4·04 2890 300 101.3 407 0.4 15.97
EC4-C-4-116 2890 300 101.3 407 0.6 JUl
EC4-C-8-03 2890 300 101.3 791 0.3 19.8
EC4-C-8-06 2890 300 101.3 791 0.6 16.4
EC4-D-4.Q4 2890I~ ---..ill 407 0.4 41.78
EC4-D-4.Q6 2890 450 152 407
-M I 35.36
EC6-A-4.Q2 5900 122 26.9 407 0.2 14.78
EC6-A-4.Q6 5900 122 26.9 407 0.6 4.3
EC6-C-2-03 5900 122 52.6 250 OJ (16.0
EC6-C-2-116 5900 239 52.6 250 0.6 13.49
EC6-C-4-025 5900 239 52.6 407 0.25 ft7:7Z
EC6-C-4-03 5900 239 52.6 407 OJ (18.11
EC6-C-4-116 5900 239 52.6 407 0.6~
EC6-C-8-03 5900 23? --..12.6 79! _Q:~ -12.1§
EC6-C-8-06 5900 2:W 52.6 791 0.6 18.17
__ •• ____·O.MO _
't46:%EC6-D-4-03 5900 360 79.3 407 0.3
EC6-D-4.Q6· 5900 360 79.3 407 0.6 40.75
EC8-A-4-015 8510 108 16.7 407 0.15 ("4;9T
EC8-A-4.Q6 8510 108 16.7 407 0.6 5.49
EC8-C·2·116 8510 222 34.3 250 0.6 122.41
EC8-C-2-08 8510 222 34.3 250 0.8 15.22
EC8-C-8-06 8510 222 34.3 791 0.6 ~.
EC8-C-8-07 8510 222 34.3 791 0.7 26.72
Table 1.4 - Properties of Specimens and Test Results of Eccentrically
Loaded Columns [Morino, et al. , 1996]
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Length of strap I
Net area of angles, mm (in.) mm (in.)
Number of Column size, Beam Strap angles strap angles (see
Category specimens mm (in) size mm (in.) mm' (in.') Top Bottom Fig. 3)
A 4 203 x 203 x 6 W8x 35 102x 76x 16* 1613* 572 572
(8x8xt) (4x3xi) (2.5) (22.5) (22.5)
B 4 254 x 254 x 6 W 10 x 49 127x 127x25u 3226 724 724
(lOxlOxt) (5x5x I) (5.0) (28.5) (28.5)
C 5 203 x 203 x 9 W8x35 102 x 102 x 19 1935 711 572 44
(8 x 8 xl-) (4x 4x i) (3.0) (28) (22.5) (Ii)
D 3 203 x 203 x 9 W8x35 102 x 102x 16 1613 711 572 41
(8 x 8 x i) (4x4xi) (2.5) (28) (22.5) (Ii)
E 3 203 x 203 x 9 W8x35 102 x 102x 14 1452 711 572 40
~ (8x8xi) (4x4xft) (2.25) (28) (22.5) (1ft)
~ F·" 2 203 x 203 x 9 W8 x 35 102 x 102x 19 1935 445 375 44
(8x8xi) (4x4x i) (3.0) (17.5) (14.75) (Ii)
W 2 W8 x 35 W8x35
"Except specimen A4: strap angles 102 mm x 102 mm x 19 mm (4 in. x 4 in. x i in.), net area: 1935 mm' (3.0 in.').
""Aniles 152 mm x 152 mm x 25 mm cut to 127 mm x 127 mm x 25 mm.
•• ·One-sided connection.
Lo.ding mode: Flexure and shear cx:cepLspecimcns At to A3 (pure flexure).
Table 1.5 - Specimen Details [Picard and Giroux, 1976]
cd_ au. au. SItUIIIt \llt..l )
Spccilaca
(I) S1u1-) S1u1-) LUI.1Il4 1,1 Z I F" Fw F,.. Fvw
(1) I]) (4)1-) IS) (6) (1) (I) (9)
TIll OSSOlCS5OlC1h24 Il690 lC %40 lC 14 lC 14 nos 0.1] 1.61 4." 1." ..,9
T1I1 o SSOlCS.'OlC24lC24 HT72x15Ox l'x11 130' 0.11 1.16 4.19 1.9] 4.10
TIll S-.11I1 H690x 310 x 14lC 14 1lOS 0.11 1.64 ..,1 1." 40SS
TB4 S-..11I1 HT72x3lOlC l'x11 1lOS 0.19 as us 1.9) 4.10
TllS o 9!lO x9U) lC 3h 31 H700 x 3SO lC ISx]l lOGO 0.16 3.03 4." ].10 ..,6
Tll6 s- ..n, H700 lC 3SO x ISx ]I lOGO 0.16 3.03 UI 3.10 4.16
SI)1 o ,SO x'30 lC Ih,6 It900x 150 x IS lC II ms O.S9(O.IS~ 3.93 '.30 4064 '.13
S8) S-u5111 It900 x 150 x IS x II 311' G.S9 (0.11~ 3.90 '.31 4.11 ",1
SII4 o 'SOx'SOx15x1' It900 x 150 x IS x 15 31" O..,(O.9S~ 4.n '.61 4.37 '.11ts~ ,.,., .. 5114 It900 x 150 x IS x 15 31" 0." (O.94~ 4.01 '.69 U] '.10
Nocu: I. ValllCIln fllallhclcs alYe gJJo 01 W IIIcIlIdinIl1Ia&c 1IIrrcnm.
2. Willi COYCf pbIa.
1. WIlli wIna plaia.
Table 1.6 - Beam-to-Hollow Box Column Specimen Details
[Tsai, et aI., 1992]
SpccilllCA 1/. (~IId) f.(,,,,,) f.lf, p.lr, a
(I) + - + - + - + - (10)(1) (3) (4) (') (6) (1) (I) (9)
Tlli 1.16 ].01 11.4 91.1 1.30 1.46 J.lll 1.10 1.11
TB1 1.19 1.20 IIU 11l.0 1.31 1.41 1.01 1.1, 1.1]
Tll] 1.16 J.60 109.6 IOU 1.4] 1.31 1.09 1.01 1.]1
TB4 3.91 0.31 161.1 136.9 I.lt 1.1l I.OS 0." I.])TB, 1.11 1.14 141.3 141.1 1.36 1.41 0.99 1.0] l.lI
T1l6 1.10 1.15 145.1 1'3.4 1.40 1.41 1.01 1.01 1.l9
SB1 1.10 1.90 W ,1.1 0.90 0.99 0.91 1.01 0.91
SII]
-
1.611 S1.0 '1.0 0.54 0.96 0." 0.91 0.91
SB4 2.60 1.90 116.7 114.0 0.97 1.11 0.14 0.97 1.1,
511' ].20 0.40 111.1 115.1 1.l)4 1.10 0.11 0.91 1.10
9. : IIlAll. baIIl pluIIc: IOIIJIoa IIIIIned bcIorc rl1hlrc
'. : III&ll. CIIllIIcYcr load IlII1ned bclon: raDlII'I
M+MIndicaJcs IaIIIoa In lOp fIqc
" • IJ"F"+ZwFrwU4
'" • IJ"FlJf)/4
" • IJ"Fw)/(Z,Fr,+ZwFrw)
Table 1.7 - Beam-to-Hollow Box Column Connection
Experimental Results [Tsai, et aI., 1992]
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DESCRIPTION J[ST R£Sl.l.TS
TEST
r-STUB BOLTS I l' r ~OMa; Z M, P,Mpll P_ I I'A1UJREBEAMS IDIAMI linl IIn\ linl 1'111 lin I 'in-'i9,1 Iklps\ '''pal IoIX>£
0. I4YFH 18 YF 70 7/8 30 27 1~.8 372 ~7 2,120 70.~ 93.0 BOLTS
Oz 16YF40 Z4II~ 1/'1 36 32 20.1 342 7<44 z.~'O 71.0 1080 (7)
OJ 21 W"6Z 36 YF300 1111 66 61 46~ 3'2 14O.i 4.9~ 1~0 108.0 m
171 EXCEEDED JACK CAA'CITY Of' loe.lpi
Table 1.8 - T-Stub Connection Test Results [Douty and McGuire, 1965]
Specimen P>tJIJ ~ P, p. F P(kNI IkNI (kNI (kNI
....1 96.9 100 99 147.7 U5 3.93
...·2 96.9 102 102 154.5 9.18 8041
A·J 101.7 105 111 156.4 8.52 5.35
A·4 96.9 100 101.1 134.8 5.28' 3.84'
A·5 101.7 107 110.3 156.9 9.54 5.71
p... Nominal cantilever tip lold It yield _ 300 MPI
~ Yilld canti_ tip !old bald on the coupon lilt
P, MIIIUtId tip bNm !old It yitld
p. Moximum lttIinId !old e1uring the tat
F Full ducl~ity (..no 01 dafonnotion It the bNm tip _ from !he position ., ..... lOIding to muimumd~tduring
the lilt cycle divided by the dlformotion 01 the bNm tip It the 11m yield. I',/A,)
P Portill ductility (..rio .1 dtlOlmltion It !he boom tip _ from !he pooition .1 .... displocemtnt to moximumd~t
during the I~ cycle dividld by the dtlormotion.I the bNm tip It the 11m yitId. 1't!A,1
'Specimen lailed during mt (mulll oblelnld IIlIr Iollu.. of the end-pille)
Table 1.9 - End-Plate Beam-to-Column Connection Test Results
[Ghobarah, et aI., 1990]]
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bp lp 9 PI d. Fy Fu
Test in. in. in. in. in. ksi ksi %
No. Imm) Imm) (mm) (mm) Imm) IN/mm2) (N/mm 2) Elonaation
7.0 1.0 4.5 1.5 1.0 40.2 62.2 62
1 (178) (25) (114) (38) (25) (277) (429\
7.0 1.0 4.5 1.5 1.0 40.2 62.2 62
2 (178) (25) (114) (38) (25) (277) (429\
7.0 1.5 4.5 1.5 1.0 35.1 61.2 59
3 (178) (38) (114) (38) (25) (242) (463) I
Table 1.1 0- End-Plate Dimensions and Material Properties
[Murray and Meng, 1994]
ated lt/eal \ CoDerata Lod Dedp rut
5pecaeD :,t1ffau Col_ Fc •
StraDlltb !I!g Hodll of faUun
..... ..a(5541 (stD41l (ltl/cal ) (t) alia pQ. Qau aQaOy Ou fly flu (t) (c) (t)
A-H· 3.03 4.15 3.50 4.22 711. 4.31 7.111 7.38 1.71 fractura of aclffanarA-c· 77. 4.10 7.13 6.73 1.64 ..
II-H 119. 5.39 7.21 9.09 1.69 ..
II-C 3.24 4.26 3.50 4.23 2117 77. 5.211 7.14 7.71 1.46 ..
C-H 3.30 4.25 4.20 4.71 116. 5.29 11.07 9.70 1.113 loeal buclt11D1C-C 116. 5.47 11.11 9.15 1.67 of paDal
Oy. 0u I ytilld polDc ADd caoaUIl acrllDlth of acaal. Fc ; co.pr...l .. acrllOlch of coocr.ca.
• H : 8ODOcOD1c 10ad1D1. C : cyclic loadlDI. 5541 : ro11acl atalll for IIlDaul acrucruA (31S).
5tKR41 : carboD aceel aquaA pipea for laDaral atrucrural purpoa.a (315).
Qmax =maximum experimental panel zone shear
sQa = beam capacity per stiffener
pQa = panel zone capacity
Table 1.11- Design Strength and Test Results [Matsui, 1985]
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Specimen RHS COlUM Bea. R...rks
RT225-1 Concrete filled colu~
RT22S-2 Fabricated with SDlit tees
B125-6A 0-250)(250 H-350)(175 With through diaphra~ of)(6 )(1)(11 12 .. thickness
B25W-6A With e~terior diaphra~ of12 ~ thickness )( 60 ~ depth
Table 1.12. - Gravity Load Test Specimen Details
[Kanatani, et aI., 1987]
RT225-1
RT -2
BJ25-6A 3
B25W-6A 2. 1
* Mby : Yield moment of beam. Mbp: Plastic ~nt of bea.
**Second column of Ko is ratio to value of BJ25-6A
Ko= elastic connection stiffness
Table 1.13 - Gravity Load Test Results [Kanatani, et al. , 1987]
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s
"-350)(175 .._-t........----.-..,;,.;~ .........---"'-
)(7)(11 M20
a-:-=:::.:.-I----------
-;:~~-+-~~~-~~~~FlOT
-250xZSOxg "-350><175 M22 End plate type
-250x25Ox12 )(12)(19
Table 1.14 - Cyclic Lateral Load Test Specimen Details
[Kanatani, et aI., 1987]
Calculated
Spec1..n eMu cMpu** My ca7 MINx c~uU. U. . tf. CAU
h 1 h :l
.1 13. 0.70 1.36. . .
B1350-1 20.0 24.1 27.9 21.2 1.06 23.0 1.15 0.95 0.82
BX450-1 20.0 25.0 28.7 21.1 1.06 24.1 1.20 0.96 0.84
BCE42 25.3 21.4 28.5 21.6 0.85 23.1 0.91 1.08 0.81
BCE28 29.4 24.4 33.8 25.6 0.87 33.3 1.13 1.36 0.99
8CE21 29.4 29.6 42.1 29.0 0.99 34.8 1.18 1.17 0.83
• : M1ni~ strength a.ong the strength of bea., colu.n and end plate.
which is expressed by bea. end .a.ont. All spac1..ns are decided by
the colu.n except BCE28 and SCE21 decided by the end plate•
..: Strength of joint panel obtained fro. Qt.ax -
Table 1.15 - Cyclic Lateral Load Test Results
[Kanatani, et aI., 1987]
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Table 1.16 - Specimen Details, eFT Panel Zone Tests
[Ricles et al. , 1995]
Specimen bit a Diaphragm
(degrees)
1 35 45 yes
2 35 45 no
3 46 45 no
4 46 56 no
b - width of steel tube
t - thickness of steel tube
a - strut angle
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Figure 1.1 Typical Forms of Composite Columns
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Figure 1.3 - Condominium CFT Column Structure [Endoh, et aI., 1991]
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Figure 1.4 - Steel Frame Weight Comparison, CFTIWF Frame Analysis
[Zhang and Rides, 1996]
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Figure 1.5 - Total Frame Weight Comparison, CFTIWF Frame Analysis
[Zhang and Ricles, 1996]
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Figure 1.6 - Natural Period Comparison, CFT/WF Frame Analysis
[Zhang and Ricles, 1996]
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Figure 1.7 - Typical Stub Column Specimen Detail (EC4-C type, see Table 1.4)
[Morino, et aI., 1996]
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EiiI Region. of concrete-filling up to bolted flange plates.
o Critical connections which benefit from relnforcament by concrete-fIIUng.
Figure 1.8 - Partial Filling of HSS Chord Members in Critical
Connection Regions [Packer, 1995]
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Category A and B Specimens
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!II
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_Il-
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Category C, 0, E and F Specimens
Figure 1.9 - Strap Angle Beam-to-CFT Moment Connections
[Picard and Giroux, 1976]
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Figure 1.10- Revised Strap Angle Beam-to-CFT Moment Connections
[Picard and Giroux, 1977]
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1.6
~p
o
- strap angles: 102x102x19 mm (4''x4''x3/4'') C
I- --- strap angles: 102x102x16 mm (4"x4"x5/8") 0
_._ strap angles: 102x102x14 mm (4"x4"x9/16") E ~~Dt..---j I _-----~~I ---j- ...;...~
.-. I _,_---, _.:-- I E
~ I~ ).---i~ ...l-~........ I---~Lj -' .
....~.~
- 1'-,. ~.y.~~,;:I" .
'./ beam section: W8 x 35I.
- ~( Mp = 173 kN.m (1527'kipoin.) ~
'I $p= 1.96 X 10-3 rad at 127 mmfrom the column face.
I--
o 22
Figure 1.11 - Average Moment-Rotation Curves for Categories C, 0 and E
[Picard and Giroux, 1977]
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Specimens SB2 and SB4
Specimens SB3 and SB5
welded triangular
cover plate
welded triangular
wing plate
Figure 1.12 - Welded Beam-to-Hollow Box Column Connection Details
[Tsai et al. , 1992]
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steel plate
steel plate
cast steel
BJC BJP
Figure 1.13 - Beam-to-Box Column Connections [Tanaka, 1994]
fracture
BJC-1 •BJC-2 BJP-1 BJP-2
Figure 1.14 - Location of Fractures [Tanaka, 1994]
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Figure 1.15 - Load-Displacement Response of Beam-to-Column External Diaphragm Connections
[Tanaka, 1994]
bOK- column
all joints bult welded
T- stiffener
Figure 1.16 - Typical Specimen with External T-Stiffener Connection
[Ting, Shanmugam and Lee, 1993]
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I
~
I
,
""i
Figure 1.17 - Typical Finite Element Mesh External T-Stiffeners Connection
[Ting, Shanmugam and Lee, 1993]
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- K-line of I-stiffener
Beam flange
T-stiffener
[T1 a;~ -[ ~ _ =14 - --K.hne
_I,
Beam flange
-!L_I
2 I
-
--- 12~ f-T-stiffener
Figure 1.18 - T-Stiffener Conceptual Stress Distribution at Failure
[ling, Shanmugam and Lee, 1993]
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Figure 1.19 - Tapered Ductile Beam-to-Column Connections
[Chen and Yeh, 1995]
Moment Diagram - M(x)
[[
Traditional Design - Beam Flexural Capacity
Proposed Method - Beam Flexural Capacity
~:-T""'-- -
Figure 1.20 - Moment Capacity of Tapered Beam-to-Column Connections
[Chen and Yeh, 1995]
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(beam length =1850 mm)
Figure 1.21 - Specimen PC-2 [Chen and Yeh, 1995]
Pu/Pn=+1.30/-1.28 Plastic Rotation=+4.88%(radians)/-4.79%(radians)
-Z
.¥
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.=
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III
o
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Displacement (mm)
Figure 1.22 - Specimen PC-2 Plastic Deformation Response
[Chen and Yeh, 1995]
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Figure 1.23 - Plastic Rotation Histogram of Traditional
Tested Connections [Chen and Yeh, 1995]
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Figure 1.24 - Simplified Model of Prying Action [Douty and McGuire, 1965]
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Top Angle
Beam
Seat Angle
+. -+-
I t
Figure 1.25 - Typical Top- and Seat-Angle Connection [Kishi and Chen, 1990]
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Mo
Rki 8rM= ------
{ 1 + (8~80)n } 1/n
8r
Figure 1.26 - Three Parameter M-srPower Model [Kishi and Chen, 1990)
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Figure 1.27 - Cantilever Beam Model [Kishi and Chen, 1990]
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Figure 1.28 - Deformation of Double Angle Connection
[Kishi and Chen, 1990]
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Figure 1.29 - Bolted End-Plate Specimen Details [Ghobarah, et al. , 1990]
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Figure 1.30 - Variation of Bolt Pre-Tension Force With Loading Cycles-
Specimen A-5 [Ghobarah, et al. , 1990]
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rreaction floor
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79 in. ,
displacement
transducer
W 18 x 35
load cell
Figure 1.31 - Experimental Test Setup [Murray and Meng, 1994]
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Figure 1.32 - Applied Load-Bolt Tension Force Response
[Murry and Meng, 1994]
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Figure 1.33 - Load-Deflection and Beam Moment-Plastic Rotation
Histories [Murray and Meng I 1994]
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Figure 1.34 - Bolted End-Plate Specimen Details [Tsai and Popov, 1990]
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(a)
(6) (c)
Figure 1.35 - Finite Element Model for Unstiffened End-Plate, Specimen 10:
(a) Undeformed Mesh and Boundary Conditions; (b) Out-of-Plane
Displacement Contours; (c) Deformed Mesh [Tsai and Popov, 1990]
(a)
(6)
(c)
Figure 1.36 - Finite Element Model for Stiffened End-Plate, Specimen 10R:
(a) Undeformed Mesh and Boundary Conditions; (b) Out-of-Plane
Displacement Contours; (c) Deformed Mesh [Tsai and Popov, 1990]
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Figure 1.37 - Bolt Tension-Beam Moment Relationship, Specimen 1OR [Tsai and Popov, 1990]
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Figure 1.38 - Phase 1 Test Connections [Kasai and Bleiman, 1995]
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Figure 1.39 - Beam-to-Column Connections [Matsui, 1985]
split tee
12 12mm
t----t&~~~1
25 25
through diaphragm exterior diaphragm
Figure 1.40 - Connection Details [Kanatani, 1987]
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Figure 1.41 - Load-Deflection Response [Kanatani, 1987]
l 250 I
Figure 1.42 - End-Plate Connection Details [Kanatani, 1987]
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Figure 1.43 - Axial Load-Bolt Tension Relationship [Kanatani, 1987]
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Figure 1.48 - Effect of Tube Width-to-Thickness Ratio (bit) on Experimental
Shear-Deformation Response [Ricles, et aL, 1995]
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Chapter 2
Experimental Program
2.1 General
To accurately access the strength, stiffness and ductility of steel beam-
to-CFT column connections, an experimental test setup was designed to
simulate as closely as possible the forces acting on a beam-to-column
connection during an earthquake. To do this it was imperative that the force
state and the boundary conditions of the test specimen in the vicinity of the
connection closely correlate with that of an actual beam-to-column connection
seismically loaded (see Figure 2.1). A full-scale cruciform subassembly
consisting of a CFT column with two beams connected to it was designed.
The column and beam sizes were taken from the ninth floor of a perimeter
moment-resisting frame of a prototype structure, which was designed using
NEHRP provisions [1991] for seismic resistance criteria. The beams were
designed in accordance with LRFD [AISC, 1994] and the CFT columns were
designed in accordance with ACI provisions [ACI, 1995]. To simulate the
conditions of an actual earthquake on a ninth story connection, it was required
that both axial (gravity) and lateral (seismic) loads be applied to the test
subassembly.
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2.2 Prototype Building Frame
The prototype eFT structure consisted of a 20 story office building
[Vermaas, 1995] situated in a high seismically active area within the U.S. (e.g.,
San Francisco or Los Angeles). The structure was designed as a Seismic
Hazards Exposure Group 2 structure. The effective peak ground acceleration
(Aa) and the effective peak velocity-related acceleration (A) were both taken to
equal 0.4 g. A type S2 soil profile was assumed. This correlated with a deep
(200 feet or greater) cohesionless or stiff clay condition.
The floor plan and elevation of a perimeter moment-resisting frame of the
structure are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. The height of the first story was
taken as 15'-0", while stories 2 through 20 all had a height of 12'-0". The
structure consisted of 5 bays, each 20'-0" in width, resulting in a total
structural width and height of 100' and 243', respectively. The structure,
designed with perimeter moment-resisting frames, contained an interior
concrete shear wall (doubling as an elevator shaft) with no interior columns.
The exterior columns were connected to the shear wall by 8 large composite
girders. These girders and the floor stringers between them, supported a
composite corrugated metal and concrete deck-floor system. The design dead
and live loads at each floor were 100 psf and 60 psf, respectively, and 85 psf
and 30 psf at the roof. The gravity load for each perimeter frame was
calculated based on a 20'x1 00' effective area.
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Each perimeter frame was designed to resist 25% of the seismic base
shear in a corresponding direction. The effective seismic design loads were
determined by the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure [NEHRP, 1991]. In
accordance with NEHRP provisions, the fundamental period of the structure,
T, and the maximum seismic base shear, V, were calculated to be 2.585
seconds and 174 kips, respectively for a perimeter frame. The design of the
structure was found to by controlled be interstory drift, 5, per NEHRP criteria,
where:
5= C 5D xe (2.1)
in which 5xe is the elastic drift and r; a magnification factor to account for
expected inelastic response. A drift limit of 0.015 h was adopted, where h is
the floor height. A more detailed discussion of the prototype design can be
found in Vermaas [1995].
For the purpose of comparison, a steel moment-resisting frame of the
same geometry was also designed. This design was also found to be controlled
by interstory drift. Both frames' design were checked to confirm consistency
with the weak beam-strong column design concept, in which the beams are
designed to dissipate seismic energy by yielding while the columns remain
essentially elastic. The member sizes of both frames are shown in Figure 2.4.
The beams were A36 steel, the WF columns A572 Grade 50 steel and the
steel tubes A500 Grade B. The concrete nominal compressive strength was
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8000 psi. As discussed previously in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2) it was determined
that the CFT structure was 20% less costly than the all-steel structure.
2.3 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup was designed to simulate the forces acting on a
CFT column-to-beam connection when the frame is subjected to gravity loading
and seismic excitation. The resulting internal forces in such a case include axial
compression (P), bending moments (M), and shear forces (V), as seen in
Figure 2.5(b). The design of the specimen subassembly assumed points of
inflection at the mid-height between floors for the columns and at mid-span
between bays for the beams (see Figure 2.6(a)). The test specimen therefore
represents the top half of the column below the ninth floor, the bottom half of
the column above the ninth floor and half of the beams' span in both the East
and West directions of the prototype structure at the ninth floor. The test
specimen therefore had a column height of 12', with beams extending 10'
outward from the center of the column in opposite directions.
The force state shown in Figure 2.5(b) was imposed on the members
with an applied lateral load (H) and axial load (P) at the top of the subassembly.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.7 with a photograph
of the setup shown in Figure 2.8. Under the lateral load (H) and axial load (P),
the specimen must be permitted to displace laterally with all member-ends at
the point of inflection in the prototype structure free to rotate, as shown in
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Figure 2.6(b). To simulate the idealized "pinned support" conditions as closely
as possible at these locations, cylindrical bearings were used at the member's
supports. The base of the column was rigidly connected to a high-strength
steel pedestal which in turn was connected to a base support via a cylindrical
bearing. The base support was secured to the laboratory floor. This enabled
the column to develop unrestrained rotation at the base, while restraining
movement in the vertical and horizontal directions. The roller supports at the
ends of both beams consisted of clevis devices secured to each beam which
were connected to rigid links (mounted with load cells) by cylindrical bearings.
Near the floor, the rigid links were also connected to cylindrical clevises which
were post-tensioned to the lab floor. The beams were therefore free to rotate
and displace in the East and West directions, while restrained from displacing
vertically. To impose the horizontal load H, a hydraulic actuator was mounted
from the reaction wall to the top of the column, 12' above the subassembly's
base bearing support. To impose the axial load P, two-3 inch diameter hollow
steel tension rods connected to the column's base clevis support were inserted
through a loading beam mounted on top of the column. Above the loading
beam two load cells resting on hollow hydraulic core rams were secured to the
tension rods by high-strength, fine-thread steel nuts. At the base of the
column, both rods were fastened to the subassembly with cylindrical tension
bearings. The axial load mechanism was therefore designed to rotate with the
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column. A constant axial load was maintained while imposing cyclic lateral
displacements to the specimen.
Different bracing mechanisms were installed at critical points of the test
specimen to insure that out-of-plane displacements of the subassembly did not
occur. The locations of the braces are shown in Figure 2.9(a). Three types of
lateral bracing were utilized, namely: (1) the Watts mechanism; (2) channel
bracing; and (3) roller bracing. The Watts mechanism device [Yura, 1967]
consisted of a pair of rigid links with spherical bearings on both ends. The
Watts mechanisms were utilized only at two feet above the base of the column
to secure this region of the column. One bearing was attached to the specimen,
while the other was secured to a lateral brace-support frame. The lateral
bracing-support frame was stabilized by attaching it to the reaction wall in the
plane of the subassembly, and diagonally braced out-of-plane (see Figure 2.9b).
The devices allowed longitudinal and vertical displacements up to 11 inches
and 9 inches, respectively, in the plane of the test subassembly (i.e. the plane
of the page of Figure 2.9a), and effectively resist lateral displacements with
minimal frictional forces developing. The channel bracing was used at the top
of the column where additional restraint was required beyond the capacity of
the Watts mechanisms. Two channel steel sections were supported on
opposite sides of the column by cross beams to restrain out-of-plane movement
(see Section B-B in Figure 2.9a). By greasing the contact surfaces of the
column of the test specimen and the channels, frictional forces were
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minimized. The roller bracing mechanisms were designed to restrain out-of-
plane displacements from occurring at the beam flanges (see Section A-A of
Figure 2.9a). Each roller bracing mechanism consisted of a stiffened W12x87
section that was mounted to the test frame. The W12x87 housed a 1 inch thick
plate which supported a 2 inch or 2 ~ inch diameter greased steel roller. The
greased roller was positioned near the specimen's beam flange, where it was
effective in laterally restraining the beam flanges with little friction. A photo
of the roller bracing can be seen in Figure 2.10.
2.4 Specimen Details
The two specimens of the test matrix were designated as Specimen 3R
and Specimen 4. Specimen 3R was designed as a retrofit of a previously tested
specimen (Specimen 3, see Figure 1.51) [Vermaas, 1995]. The design details
for Specimen 3 will therefore be discussed, as well as the details of the retrofit.
The connection details of Specimens 3R and 4 are given in Figures 2.11 and
2.12, respectively.
Specimen 3 was designed so that the connection and panel zone would
be able to effectively resist the forces developed by 1.25 times the nominal
plastic moment of the beam (i.e., 1.25 Mp) at the end of the connection, which
was adjacent to the beam. Both specimens were fabricated from 12' long steel
tubes of the same heat. All welding to the tube was conducted prior to placing
concrete. Six pairs of 5/8" diameter shear studs were installed inside the tube
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at a location that would be opposite the column's shear tabs. The shear studs
were welded using E7018 weld material and the SMAW process (self-shielded
submerged metal arc welding) from the outside of the column through 5/8"
diameter holes. A double bevel groove weld of the same material, placed by
the SMAW process, was used to install 4 1/2" x 15" x 1/2' shear tabs to the
face of the tube. The shear tabs each had five 1 1/16" diameter holes spaced
at 3" intervals to accommodate 1II diameter A325 bolts that connected to the
beam web to the shear tab. A 1II thick square base plate (21 II x 21 ") was
welded to the base of the tube so that it could be securely connected to the
clevis fixture by eight 1II diameter A325 bolts. All design details discussed
above were the same for both specimens. Concrete from the same batch was
placed inside the tubes on the same day.
The design of Specimen 3 utilized structural tee-shaped members to
create an external diaphragm around the column (see Figure 1.51). The
diaphragms, fabricated from an ST7. 5x25 section, were intended to transfer
the beam tension flange force into the panel zone. The maximum beam tension
flange force, Tmax' is given in Eqn. (2.2):
MmaxTmax= --
db
(2.2)
in which db is the beam depth and Mmax is the maximum design moment at the
face of the column. The moment Mmax is extrapolated from the beam moment
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of 1.25 Mp at the end of the connection region. Each diaphragm was designed
to resist one half Tmax' A plane based on a cut passing through the tee at an
angle of e = 19.29° from the column face (see Figure 2.13) was assumed to
be the effective tee area, As, resisting this force. Based on this assumption,
the following equation must be satisfied:
(2.3)
in which Oy is the yield strength of the tee and ct> is a LRFD strength reduction
factor of 0.9. The tee web, which was beveled at 45°, was welded to the
edge of the beam flange. Pull penetration welds were done using the self
shielded flux core welding process (FCAW) with NR311 Ni electrodes. Similar
welds were used to connect the end of the beam flanges and tee web to the
face of the column. Once the connection was made, the backing bars of the
beam flanges were removed, the exposed area was gouged, and a 1/4" fillet
weld was placed . To connect the tee flanges to the edge of the column, welds
were placed on both sides of the flange using E7018 electrodes (see Figure
1.51 , Detail 1). The corners of both shear tabs of each specimen were welded
to the beam webs using the SMAW process with E7018 electrodes over a 3
1/2" length on the top and bottom of the shear tabs and a total vertical length
of 8". These welds, designed for a capacity of 20% of the web's moment
capacity, were required in accordance with AISC LRFD seismic design
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provisions [1994] since the plastic section modulus of the flanges accounted for
less than 70% of the plastic moment capacity Mp of the beam.
To check that the panel zone had the capacity to resist the maximum
beam flange force Tmax' determined from Eqn. (2.2), and to ensure that shear
failure in the panel zone did not occur, the shear capacity of each specimen
was checked. Specimen 3R and Specimen 4's panel zone capacity were
evaluated using the AIJ provisions [1987] (Eqn. (1.14)) and by the formulation
developed by Kanatani, et al. [1987] (Eqn. (1.20), respectively.
As discussed in Chapter 1 Section 1.3, the testing of Specimen 3
resulted in a premature fracture in the beam flange at the end of the tee
connection. To further understand the failure of Specimen 3, the connection
was modeled and analyzed using nonlinear finite element analysis. For
simplicity, the connection was modeled as a cantilever beam, rigidly supported
at the corresponding column face, and monotonically loaded at the beam tip by
a vertical force P, which corresponded to the rigid link location. Using the
program ABAQUS (1994), it was possible to accurately model Specimen 3
using it's measured dimensions and material properties. The modeling was
primarily done with 8-node brick elements having 3 translational degrees of
freedom (termed element type C3D8). At a distance of two beam depths (i.e.
48") and beyond from the face of the support, beam elements (type B33 in
ABAQUS) were used to model the specimen in order to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom in the model. The model consisted of 3,957 nodes, 1,827
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elements and 11,468 degrees of freedom. A schematic of the model analyzed
is shown in Figure 2.14. Material and geometric nonlinearities were accounted
for by using the von Mises yield criterion, assuming elastic-perfectly plastic
stress-strain response and the Prandt-Ruess flow rule and the updated
Lagrangian formulation, respectively. At the support, the flanges of the beam
were restrained, with the locations on the web also restrained where the shear
tab was bolted and welded. Multi-point constraints were used at the interface
between the brick elements and the beam elements in order to maintain
equilibrium as well as displacement and rotational compatibility across the
interface.
By studying contour plots of the von-Mises stress as well as the elastic
and inelastic strains, it was determined that the failure of Specimen 3 was due
to a strain concentration that developed in the beam's flange near the extent of
the connection region. The load-displacement (P-~) curve and a contour plot of
the longitudinal plastic strain distribution are shown in Figures 2.15 and 2.16.
The analytical results correlated well with the experimental observations in the
sense that the area of maximum strain concentration seen in the contour plot
corresponded to the location of the fracture observed in Specimen 3 (see Figure
2.17). The strain concentration was attributed to the abrupt change in the
cross-sectional geometry at the end of the tees.
To improve the performance of the connection, a series of "retrofit"
connections were analyzed. To reduce computation time and conserve
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computer memory, the newly developed models utilized symmetry about the
vertical plane which passed through the mid-thickness of the beam web. The
philosophy of the retrofit was to make the cross-sectional geometry of the
connection reduce more gradually in order to reduce the magnitude of stress
concentration. The retrofit detail for the connection that best achieved this and
was also economical feasible, is shown in Figure 2.18. The p-~ relationship
and an inelastic strain contour plot for this model are shown in Figures 2.19 and
2.20. A comparison between the inelastic strain contour plots of the two
models (see Figures 2.16 and 2.20) revealed a reduction in strain concentration
of 19% in the compression flange and 13% in the tension flange. This model,
therefore, became the basis for the design of Specimen 3R. The predicted
increase in the elastic stiffness was 9%, where the models of Specimen 3 and
Specimen 3R had an elastic stiffness of 81.7 klin and 88.8 klin, respectively
(see Figures 2.15 and 2.19).
The fabrication of Specimen 3R consisted of first, repairing the fracture
in the beam flange of Specimen 3, and second, welding 1/2" thick triangular
extension plates to the edges of the beam and tee flanges. The repair was done
by removing a portion of the flange around the crack, and then filling the void
using the SMAW process with an E7018 electrode and a backing bar. The
backing bar was subsequently removed and the weld ground to profile it. A
fillet weld was placed to complete the profile when the backing bar had been
removed. The extension plates tapered down from the width the tee flange (5")
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to the width of the beam flange (5/8") over a length of 10" as shown in Figure
2.11. The edges of the beam and tee flanges were beveled at 45° before being
welded to the extension plates with full penetration welds using the FCAW
process and NR311 Ni electrodes, as well as the SMAW process and E7018
electrodes, respectively (see Figure 2.11). With the connection length being
larger in Specimen 3R relative to Specimen 3, the extrapolated maximum
moment Mmax at the face of the column was equal to 1.51 M p for Specimen 3R.
Specimen 4 was designed as a bolted split-tee connection (see Figure
2.12). The tees were designed to transfer the maximum flange force, Tmax'
calculated from Eqn. (2.2) at the column face, where Tmax corresponded to a
beam moment of 1.46 Mp at the face of the column extrapolated from 1.25 Mp
at the end of the connection.
The required number of tensile bolts to anchor each tee to the column
was determined by dividing the AISC bolt tensile capacity, lPRn• into Tmax ,
where:
(2.4)
where: lP = LRFD resistance factor
Ft = the ultimate bolt tensile strength - AISC, Table J3.2
Ab = the unthreaded gross cross-sectional area of the bolt
For bolts in tension a value of ct> = 0.75 is specified. Using Eqn. (2.4), it was
found that a minimum of five 1 1/8" diameter A490 bolts were required.
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Because Eqn. (2.4) does not account for prying action, additional checks were
required. To access the effects of prying action per LRFD, first the factor ~
[Thornton, 1985] must be calculated from Eqn. (2.5):
(2.5)
where: B = the bolt design strength per Eqn. (2.4) (i.e. cPRn)
T = the applied force per bolt
a' = a + db / 2
b' = b - db / 2
(2.6)
(2.7)
The dimensions a and b are defined in Figure 2.21. Once ~ is determined, a
prying action factor a is calculated, where
if ~~ 1 :
if ~(1 :
a =1.0
a =..!- (-~) ~ 1.0
o 1-~
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
where: o = the ratio of net flange area (at the bolt line) to gross
area (at the face of the angle leg)
The minimum required tee flange thickness can then be calculated from Eqn.
(2.9) :
4.0 T b I
PFy( 1 +oa)
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(2.9)
where: p = width of the resisting tee flange section tributary to
one bolt line
Fy = the yield strength of the tee flange
Finally, the increase in the bolt force due to prying action, 0, is determined
from Eqn. (2.10):
Q -T ( ao ) b I
1 +ao a I
(2.10)
Applying Eqns. (2.5 - 2.10) for the five bolt configuration, it was found that
the prying effect increased the bolt force Tmax by 26%. The number of bolts
were therefore increased to seven, resulting in a stronger and more balanced
bolt layout where three bolts were placed on the outside of each beam flange,
as shown in Figure 2.12, Section 8-8. The tees, cut from a W24x146
section, satisfied the required tee flange thickness based on Eqn. (2.9), where
the W24x146 was of A572 Grade 50 steel. The web of the tee was found to
be adequate for bolt bearing, gross section yielding and net section fracture.
The transfer of the beam's flange force to the web of the tees was
accomplished using bolts in shear. Particular attention had to be given to the
size and spacing of the bolt holes to prevent fracture from occurring in the net
area of the beam flange prior to full yielding and strain-hardening in the gross
flange section. On the basis that a 20% increase in yield stress occurs in the
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gross flange area due to the strain-hardening effect, the fracture-to-yield
strength ratio, ~, must therefore exceed a value of 1, whence
A F~ = n u ~ 1.0
Ag 1.2 Fy
(2.11 )
where: An = the net beam flange area in the line of the bolts
Ag = the gross flange area
Fu = the ultimate tensile strength of the beam flange
Fy = the yield strength of the beam flange
Eqn. (2.11) resembles the basis of Eqn. (9-1) in the LRFD Seismic Provisions
[1994] for the required net area in bolted brace joints. Using Eqn. 2.11 it was
determined that a net tension flange area with two-15/16" diameter drilled
holes, to accommodate two 7/8" diameter shear bolts, was acceptable. While
this was done for all bolt holes, the last two bolt rows at the end of the
connection (i.e. furthest from the column) are most susceptible to fracture
where the local stresses were expected to be greatest in the beam flange net
section. To determine the number of bolts required to transfer the beam flange
force by shear, the bolt shear design strength for bolts with threads excluded
from the shear plane was calculated from Eqn. (2.12), per LRFD, where
(2.12)
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where m is equal to the number of shear planes in the connection (m = 1), Fv
is the bolt shear strength for a bearing-type connection as specified by AISC
LRFD (Table J3.2) and Ab is the unthreaded cross-sectional area of the bolt. For
bolt shear strength, ¢ = 0.75 is specified. Using Eqn. (2.12) with ¢ raised to
0.90 to limit the conservatism of the design, it was found that a minimum of
ten-7/8" diameter A490 bolts were required. Bolt bearing strength was found
not to control. Brass shim plates were installed in the shear plane between the
beam flange and the tee web to prevent burrs, caused by fabrication and bolt
bearing, from gouging the flange of the beam and the web of the tee. Washer
plates were used to prevent beam flange buckling from attenuating into the net
section of the beam flange, causing high tensile strains from local curvature.
The brass shim plates and the washer plates (see Figure 2.12) thereby helped
inhibit tension flange fracture and were based on the success of Kasai and
Bleiman (1995).
2.5 Material Properties
The design strengths for member sizing of the W24x62 beams, the
ST7.5x25 external diaphragms and the W24x146 tees, fabricated from A36
material, were based on the nominal yield and ultimate strengths of 36 and 58
ksi, respectively. The require strength of the connection elements to resist the
beam capacity (i.e. Eqns (2.2) and (2.11)) was based on the measured material
properties of the steel beam section. Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted in
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accordance with the ASTM standard test methods for tension testing of metallic
materials [ASTM, 1991] to determine the material properties of the W24x62
beams and 16x16x1/2 steel tubes of both test specimens. Table 2.1
summarizes the beam and column yield stress, Fy , ultimate stress, Fu ' and
Young's modulus, E. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 gives the material properties of the
external diaphragms of Specimen 3R and the tees of Specimen 4, respectively.
Tensile tests were also conducted on the 1 1/8" diameter A490 bolts used to
connect the structural tee flanges of Specimen 4 to the column. The results of
these tests can be seen in Table 2.4. The bolts had an average axial strength
at yield of 129 kips and a fracture strength of 143 kips. These values
correspond to 1.53 and 1.70 times the nominal tensile capacity of 84.2 kips per
LRFD [AISC, 1994]. A typical axial load-deformation response for a bolt is
given in Figure 2.22.
The design strength of the structural tubing was based on the nominal
yield stress of 46 ksi for A500 Grade B steel. The tubing for all specimens was
produced from the same heat and cold formed. The 28 day nominal design
strength of the concrete was 8000 psi for both specimens. Actual concrete
compression strengths, fe', were determined by testing concrete cylinders on
the day of the tests [ASTM, 1991]. The Young's modulus, E, were then
determined according to the ACI code [ACI, 1995] where
E= 57000{: (E and f: in psi)
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(2.13)
The results of these material tests are given in Table 2.5.
The dimensions of the beams and steel tubes of Specimens 3R and 4
were measured and are presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. The
measured dimensions were used to calculate the properties of the members and
to design the connections. Measurements of the dimensions of the external
diaphragm connection of Specimen 3R and the bolted tee connection of
Specimen 4 were performed, and are given in Tables 2.8 and 2.9,
respectively. The notation of Tables 2.8 and 2.9 is shown in Figures 2.23 and
2.24, respectively.
2.6 Instrumentation
An extensive instrumentation plan was devised to measure the response
of Specimens 3R and 4 while subjected to cyclic loading. These measurements
included: lateral displacements of the subassembly, loads applied laterally and
axially to the column, reactions developed at the beam ends, panel zone
deformations and rotations of the column and beams. In addition, strain
gauges were positioned at critical areas on the beams, columns and connection
regions of the specimens. Specimen 4 required additional instrumentation to
monitor the response of the bolted connection. Specifically, slippage was
measured at various points of the connection and bolt strains were measured
with internal bolt strain gauges.
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To measure the lateral displacement of the column, six string
potentiometers were used. The location of the devices can be seen in Figure
2.25. The lateral displacement measurements were taken at the top, bottom
and the beam flange heights of the column. To measure the displacements at
the beam flange, string potentiometers mounted to the test frame on both sides
of the beam flange were connected to the North and South faces of the column.
An accurate column displacement at that height could therefore be obtained by
taking an average of the two readings. Linear variable differential transformers
(LVOTs) were also utilized to measure lateral displacements. An LVOT mounted
to the laboratory floor was used to measure any slippage between the floor and
the column's base support. To measure any possible slippage of the column
relative to it's support, a second LVOT was used.
Inclinometers were utilized to measure the rotations at various locations
on the North side of the specimens, as shown in Figure 2.25. The location of
the six inclinometers was as follows: on the web of both beams at mid-depth,
4" from the column face; and at the top, bottom and the beam flange heights
on the column.
Two different methods of instrumentation were utilized to measure the
deformation of the panel zone. A photo of the panel zone instrumentation is
shown in Figure 2.26. The first was the use of LVOTs mounted diagonally on
the panel zone. Two LVOTs were mounted on each side of the panel zone,
each LVOT placed along the panel's diagonal, as illustrated in Figure 2.27. By
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doing so, accurate readings of the panel zone deformation, /1, could be taken,
where the panel zone shear deformation, y, is calculated from
(2.14)
where: /1" 6.2 = the change in length of the two LVOTs
d = the gage length of the LVDT mounting system
b = the horizontal distance between mounting ends
h = the vertical distance between mounting ends
The second method of measuring panel zone deformation utilized three
rosettes mounted at the mid-height of both panel zones (see Figure 2.28). The
measured strains could then be converted to shear deformation y:
(2.15)
where eo, € 45 and €90 refer to the horizontal, diagonal and vertical strain
readings, respectively, of the rosette.
The position of the string potentiometers, inclinometers and LVOT
mounts at the beam flange depths were moved slightly for Specimen 4 to the
outer tension bolt heights to account for the increase in effective height of the
panel zone. A total of 42 strain gauges and 6 rosettes were used in the
instrumentation of Specimen 3R. To measure strains in the steel tube of
Specimen 3R, pairs of strain gauges were mounted 2" above and below the
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beam flanges on the East and West sides of the column, as shown in Section
A-A of Figure 2.29. The gauges were spaced 7" apart from each other to align
with the edges of the beam flange. The strains in the West connection region
were measured with three rows of two strain gauges mounted to the top and
bottom beam flanges as illustrated in Figure 2.29. The first row of strain
gauges, located 2" from the column face, had two additional gauges on the
web of the tees, mounted 2 1/2" to the North and South of the pair of beam
flange gauges. The second and third rows of beam flange gauges were located
at 10" and 20 1/2" from the face of the column, where the latter was located
outside the connection. On the East side of the column, two rows of strain
gauges were located on the beam flange at the same distance from the column
face as the first and third rows of the West connection, respectively.
Additional strain gauges were mounted to the tee flanges and extension plates
that formed the top and bottom external diaphragms on the North side of the
West connection (see Figure 2.30). As shown in Figure 2.30, a row of three
gauges and two gauges were located 2" from the edge of the column and 1"
from the tee flange-extension plate weld, respectively.
A total of 30 strain gauges, 6 rosettes and 14 bolt gauges were used in
the instrumentation of Specimen 4. The column of Specimen 4 was gauged in
a similar pattern to that used with Specimen 3R. The only difference was that
each pair of gauges was located 1" away from the edge of the tee flanges.
Each beam flange had a pair of strain gauges located 5/8" away from the extent
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of the tee web, spaced in conjunction with the two rows of shear bolts as
shown in Figure 2.31. The web of the top and bottom tees on the West side
of the column each had a strain gauge centered about it's width, 5/8" away
from the web-flange fillet. The same tees also had four strain gauges mounted
to their flanges, above and below the beam. The first row of two gauges was
located 5/8" from the tee fillet and the second at 1 5/8", in the gauge line of
the tension bolts. The gauges were spaced along the width of the tee flange
so that they were centered between the middle and outer tension bolts as
shown in Section A-A of Figure 2.31. Four additional strain gauges were
mounted to the West shear tab 7/8" away from the face of the column, as
shown in Figure 2.31. The strains in each of the tension bolts extending
through the column were also monitored using the bolt strain gauge system
internally mounted in the core of each bolt, as discussed in Section 2.5.
Similar bolts were calibrated having a strain gauge, in order to obtain the bolt
tension force. A photo of a typical bolt strain gauge is shown in Figure 2.32.
To measure slippage in the West connection, LVDTs mounted to the center of
the beam flanges monitored movement of the top and bottom beam flanges
relative to the tee web. Additional LVDTs mounted to the tee web near the
web-flange fillet of the tee monitored the separation between the tees and the
column face on the North side of the West connection. This instrumentation is
shown in Figure 2.33.
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The applied lateral load, H, the applied axial load, P, and the rigid link
reactions in both tests were monitored with calibrated load cells.
2.7 Test Procedure
Prior to testing each specimen, a series of elastic displacement cycles
were imposed to evaluate the specimen's elastic lateral stiffness under various
axial loads, P. The elastic cycles of Specimen 3R were conducted with P= 0,
220 and 464 kips, while Specimen 4 underwent elastic cycles with P=0 and
453 kips. The specimens were also coated with whitewash before testing so
that any observations of visible yielding could be made based on the flaking of
the whitewash.
Each specimen was subject to the cyclic displacement history shown in
Figure 2.34. This history is similar to that recommended by ATC-24 [1992],
but having smaller intervals in the inelastic range. The displacements involved
correspond to the lateral displacement at the top of the column. The predicted
yielding of each specimen corresponded closely to an interstory drift of Ll = 0.01
h. Before subjecting the specimen to the displacement history, a targeted axial
load of P= 450 kips was applied to the column to simulate gravity loads. The
test then proceeded with cyclic loading to symmetrical displacements in the
East and West directions with respect to the initial plumb position of the
column. As shown in Figure 2.34, the displacement amplitudes of the cycles
increased from Ll = 0.0025h, 0.005h, 0.0075h, 0.01 h, 0.01 5h, 0.02h....
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A test continued until a displacement of 11 = 0.05h was achieved or the
specimen's capacity deteriorated to 80% of the maximum sustained load.
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Table 2.1 - Measured Beam and Column Material properties
Fy Fu E
ksi ksi ksi
Specimen 3R
Beam Flanges* 43.3 68.9 29000
Beam Web* 50.5 71.8 29000
Nominal 36.0 58.0 29000
Golumn* 55.0
Nominal 46.0 58.0 29000
Specimen 4
Beam Flanges* 43.0 66.6 29000
Beam Web* 50.2 69.4 29000
Nominal 36.0 58.0 29000
Golumn* 55.0
Nominal 46.0 58.0 29000
* Based on Mill Reports
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Table 2.2 - External Diaphragm Material Properties
Fy Fu E
ksi ksi ksi
Specimen 3R
Top Tee* 40.0 65.0 29000
Bottom Tee* 40.0 65.0 29000
Nominal 36.0 58.0 29000
Extension Plate
Nominal 36.0 36.0 29000
* Based on Mill Reports
Table 2.3 - Structural Tee Material Properties
Fy Fu E
ksi ksi ksi
Specimen 4
Tee Web* 63.0 79.5 29000
Tee Flange* 63.0 79.5 29000
Nominal 50.0 65.0 29000
* Based on Mill Reports
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Table 2,4 - Measured 80lt Tensile Strength Properties - 1 1/8" dia, A490
Py Pmax P E
max
--
PlRFD
kips kips ksi
Bolt 1 126 140 1.66 30736
Bolt 2 131 146 1.73 31041
Average 129 143 1.70 30889
Table 2.5 - Measured Concrete Material Properties
f c EAC1
ksi ksi
28 Day Strength 6.000 4415
Strength at Day of Test 3R 7.754 5019
Strength at Day of Test 4 7.385 4898
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Table 2.6 - Average Beam Dimensions and Properties for Specimen 3R and 4
depth - db lw bf 4 Area Ix Zx Mp
in in in in in2 in4 in3
..
kip-in
Specimen 3R
East Beam 23.760 0.437 7.100 0.602 18.405 1654.3 154.6 7093*
West Beam 23.840 0.443 7.080 0.602 18.552 1579.2 155.8 7154!
Nominal (W24x62) 23.740 0.430 7.040 0.590 18.200 1550.0 153.0 5508
Specimen 4
East Beam 23.813 0.450 7.063 0.593 18.558 1563.6 154.6 7073*
West Beam 23.750 0.440 7.094 0.580 18.168 1527.3 151.5 6917*
Nominal (W24x62) 23.740 0.430 7.040 0.590 18.200 1550.0 153.0 5508
* Mp: based on measured flange and web dimensions and yield stresses
.....>.
N
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Table 2.7 - Average Column Dimensions and Properties for Steel Tubes of Specimen 3R and 4
width thickness Area I Z Mn
in in in2 in4 in3 kip-in
Specimen 3R
Measured 16.09 0.463 28.90 1179.0 170.0 7705.8
Nominal (16x16x1/2) 16.00 0.500 30.04 1200.0 175.0 8050.0
Specimen 4
East Beam 16.00 0.500 30.04 1200.0 175.0 7743.9
Nominal (W24x62) 16.00 0.500 30.04 1200.0 175.0 8050.0
* Mn: ACI moment capacity, based on measured dimensions and material properties, with
material factor 4>=1.0
......
N
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Table 2.8 - Measured Dimensions* for Specimen 3R Exterior Diaphragm Connection
It tf bf bt tw t1 a Ip tp Ie
..
in in in in in in rad in In in
East Side
North Top 9.820 0.491 5.627 7.250 0.510 0.610 0.636 10.180 0.496 20.000
South Top 9.800 0.490 5.801 7.750 0.510 0.625 0.669 9.825 0.496 19.625
North Bottom 9.850 0.473 5.654 7.250 0.513 0.587 0.635 9.900 0.494 19.750
South Bottom 9.880 0.435 5.805 7.875 0.513 0.556 0.673 9.995 0.498 19.875
Average 9.838 0.472 5.722 7.531 0.512 0.595 0.653 9.975 0.496 19.813
West Side
North Top 9.720 0.499 5.614 7.325 0.509 0.625 0.646 9.780 0.499 19.500
South Top 9.780 0.500 5.814 7.775 0.509 0.639 0.672 10.595 0.495 20.375
North Bottom 9.800 0.552 5.676 7.250 0.511 0.687 0.637 9.950 0.493 19.750
South Bottom 9.880 0.563 5.819 8.000 0.511 0.724 0.681 10.370 0.494 20.250
Average 9.795 0.529 5.731 7.588 0.510 0.669 0.659 10.174 0.495 19.969
Overall Average 9.816 0.500 5.726 7.559 0.511 0.632 0.656 10.074 0.496 19.891
*note: Schematic of notation shown in Figure 2.23
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Table 2.9 - Measured Dimensions* for Specimen 4 Bolted Tee Connection
Iw ~ tf bf hf 11 12 13 14 Is Ie
in in in in in in in in in in . in
"
East Side
Top 14.75 0.630 1.079 14.938 8.500 2.625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.82
Bottom 14.75 0.628 1.079 14.938 8.563 2.625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.82
Average 14.75 0.629 1.079 14.938 8.531 2.625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.82
West Side
Top 14.75 0.625 1.084 14.938 8.563 2.625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.83
Bottom 14.75 0.631 1.050 14.938 8.531 2.625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.80
Average 14.75 0.628 1.067 14.938 8.547 2.625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.81
Overall Average 14.75 0.629 1.073 14.938 8.539 2':625 1.375 2.0 2.0 3.5 15.82
*note: Schematic of notation shown in Figure 2.24
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Figure 2.8 - Photograph of Test Setup
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Figure 2.10 • Lateral Bracing Photograph
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Figure 2.10 - Lateral Bracing Photograph
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Figure 2.26 • Instrumentation Photograph
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Figure 2.26 • Instrumentation Photograph
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Figure 2.27 . Panel Zone Displacement Transducer Instrumentation
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Chapter 3
Experimental Behavior
3.1 Specimen 3R
The hysteretic lateral load-displacement response (H-L\) for Specimen 3R is
shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows Specimen 3R before being tested. Before
subjecting Specimen 3R to the specified loading cycles, it was subjected to an initial
series of cycles within the elastic range to assess the elastic stiffness of the
specimen and to test the instrumentation and operation of the test set-up.
The elastic test consisted of four cycles repeated with different levels of
column axial loads P. The initial four cycles were conducted with P=O kips, where
the first two cycles had an amplitude of interstory drift 8 of 0.25%, which
corresponded to a lateral displacement ductility of 1J=0.25. The displacement
ductility IJ is defined as the ratio of lateral displacement b.. to that of the first
significant yield, b..y (Le., lJ=bJb..y). The latter cycles had 8=0.5% and a ductility of
1J=0.50. The elastic lateral stiffness was approximately 67 kips/in during all four
cycles of displacement. After increasing the axial load to P=220 kips, the four
cycles were repeated. The corresponding lateral stiffness during these four cycles
increased to approximately 75 kips/in. After increasing the axial load to P=464 kips,
the subsequent four cycles had a corresponding lateral stiffness of 80 kipslin.
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Following these initial twelve elastic cycles, the column axial load was
maintained at P=460 kips, and the displacement history of Figure 2.34 was
imposed, beginning with displacement in the East (Le., push) direction. During the
first six cycles (Cycles 1-6) the specimen remained elastic, requiring a lateral
displacement of 1.0 inches and a lateral load of 72 kips to reach a ductility of
1-1=0.75.
During Cycles 7-9, corresponding to 8=1.0% and 1-1=1.0, the strains from
gauge readings on the flanges of the beams indicated that they were approaching
yield. Yielding of the connection elements (flange tees and extension plates) was
first visually noticeable in Cycle 7 by the slight flaking of whitewash. The
corresponding strain gauge readings in the tees and extension plates confirmed that
yielding was beginning. Strain gauge data acquired during the test indicated that
the North panel zone had just yielded at this displacement. The corresponding
lateral displacement II and load H to reach 1-1=1.0, was 1.4 inches and 88.4 kips,
respectively.
The next three displacement cycles (Cycles 10, 11, and 12) involved a lateral
displacement of 6.=2.2 inches, which corresponded to 8=1.5% and a ductility of
1-1=1.5. The hysteretic H-Ll response had a slight lose of lateral stiffness during
Cycle 10 due to yielding of the beams. Beam-flange yielding was visually
noticeable approximately 1811 from the column face, which corresponded to the end
of the connection. During Cycle 12, the flange yielding began to propagate into
the web. Column yielding was noticeable (by flaking of the whitewash) on the North
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panel zone, with some additional, yet minor, yielding occurring in the column
flange beneath the West beam. Although the South panel zone showed no visual
evidence of yielding, the shear strains indicated that yielding was actually
occurring. The maximum lateral load in the East (push) and West (pull) directions
was 115 and 136 kips, respectively. Upon load reversal, energy dissipation
occurred in the hysteretic H-Ll relationship.
During the next thee cycles (Cycles 13-15), the column panel zone and
beam yielding, as well as energy dissipation, became more pronounced (see
Figure 3.3), as the displacement amplitude was increased to 2.8 inches,
corresponding to 8=2.0% and 1-1=2.0. The beam flange yielding extended outward
from the edge of the connection approximately 8 inches on the West beam and 10
inches on the East beam. Likewise, web yielding attenuated towards the mid-depth
of the beams. The column panel zone yielding resulted in a visible shear
deformation mode.
Cycles 16 and 17 involved an interstory drift of 2.5%, corresponding to a
displacement ductility of 1-1=2.5. The maximum lateral load sustained by Specimen
3R during the test, H=156 kips, occurred during the latter half of Cycle 16,
corresponding to a lateral displacement of 3.5 inches. Figure 3.4 shows a
photograph of the connection region during Cycle 17. At the end of Cycle 17,
cracks appeared at the tee connection-column flange interface. The tension (top)
flange on the East side of the connection had hair-line cracks formed in the base
metal at the fillet weld on the inside face on the tee's flanges. More pronounced
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through-cracks formed in the lower (tension) flanges on the West side of the
connection. These cracks, which were accompanied by yielding, initiated at the
edge of the tee flanges and propagated 2 1/2 inches towards the tee webs as
shown in Figure 3.5. Between the lower West tees additional yielding occurred on
the column just below the beam flange, which was accompanied by a slight bulging
of the tube. The strain gauges indicated that as the lateral load increased, the
flanges of the tees in tension developed significantly greater strains than the
corresponding flanges of the tees in compression, as observed in the previous test
on Specimen 3 [Vermaas, 1995]. The panel zone continued to develop significant
shear yielding and deformation.
During the first half of Cycle 18 (corresponding to the push direction with
8=3.0%, 1J=3.0), the H-~ hysteresis loops remained stable. A lateral displacement
of ~=4.211, corresponding to the interstory drift of 3% and 1J=3.0, was reached at
a lateral load H of 148 kips. During the second half of the cycle, the bottom South
(tension) tee flange on the West side on the column fractured at the weld,
completely from the column face as shown in Figure 3.6. The column tore locally
at the fracture location and the concrete was visible inside the column. Specimen
3R withstood Cycle 19 without further damage, where the imposed displacement
ductility was also equal to 3.0.
Cycles 20 and 21 coincided with a lateral drift and ductility level of 8=3.5%
and 1J=3.5, respectively. A lateral load of H=150 kips was required to push the top
of the specimen to the required lateral displacement of 4.9 inches. The onset of
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local flange buckling was observed on the compression (top) flange of the East
beam (opposite the connection side where the tee fracture occurred) during the first
half of Cycle 20. The second half of Cycle 20 resulted in fracture occurring
completely across the lower column-tee flange interface on the West side of the
column. At this point it was decided that the West rigid link should be disconnected
to prevent any further damage from developing in the column. The remainder of the
test was therefore conducted with only the column and East beam active, resulting
in a reduction of strength of the two and stiffness of almost two compared to the
specimen's initial state. For the remaining part of the test, any subsequent
reference to the "beam" implies the East beam.
Cycle 21 required a lateral load of approximately 75 kips to achieve the same
displacement as Cycle 20, which had a corresponding lateral load of H=150 kips.
Because the shear in the panel zone was reduced under the resistance of one
beam, the observed shear deformation of the panel zone also diminished. On the
East beam, local flange buckling became pronounced, extending 10 inches from
the end of the connection region. Beam web buckling, propagating from the
buckled beam flanges, also became more pronounced and was centered at a
distance of 24 inches (one beam depth) from the face of the column.
An interstory drift of 0=4.0% involved a lateral displacement ofLl=5.65 inches
and a corresponding ductility of 1J=4.0 during Cycles 22 and 23. At this
displacement, beam compression local flange buckling had extended to a length
of 18 inches. The local flange buckling lead to a gradual deterioration of the beam's
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capacity under continued cyclic loading. However, the hysteretic response
remained stable and considerable energy dissipation was still apparent during load
reversal as shown in Figure 3.1. Significant lateral flange buckling forces were
being transmitted to the lateral roller bracing mechanisms. This was apparent by
local yielding under bearing of the flange tips directly in contact with the rollers.
A plastic beam rotation in excess of 0.05 radians and a corresponding
interstory drift of 8=4.5% was achieved during Cycles 24 and 25. Local buckling
continued to develop throughout the depth of the beam beyond the connection
region, and is shown in Figure 3.7. The applied lateral load was 59 and 65 kips in
the East (push) and West (pull) directions with the respective displacement
amplitude of ~=6.4 inches.
During the last two displacement cycles of the test (Cycles 26 and 27) a
ductility level of JJ=5.0 was reached. The lateral displacement of the top of the
column of ~=7.1" corresponded to an interstory drift of 5%. The lateral load H
capacity of the specimen had deteriorated to 47 kips and 53 kips in the push (East)
and pull (West) directions, respectively, during Cycle 27. Near the completion of
Cycle 27, a pair of 2 inch long vertical cracks and yielding were visible at the
interface between the column and the flanges of the lower tee on the East beam.
These cracks appeared to be stable and not attenuate further during Cycle 27. The
action of cyclic local buckling in the beam flanges caused a fracture to initiate at the
edge of the top flange.
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Upon completing Cycle 27 the test was terminated. Figure 3.8 shows the
South face of the specimen near the end of Cycle 27. Although the specimen might
have been capable of sustaining further loading, safety and the structural stability
of the specimen became the governing factors in the decision to halt the test. A
close-up of the panel zone is given in Figure 3.9. Upon subsequent investigation
it was learned that at the lower West tee f1ange-to-column interface, where the
fracture in the tee's weld initiated, the 1/411 vertical fillet weld on the inside face of
the tee's flange (see Detail 1 in Figure 2.11) had been omitted during fabrication.
The fact that it was included on the East face of the column, and the east beam's
connection performed well, provided evidence that it helped to stabilize cracks that
formed.
3.2 Specimen 4
The lateral load-displacement (H-b.) hysteretic response plot for Specimen
4 is shown in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.11 shows Specimen 4 before being tested.
Prior to testing Specimen 4, the 1 1/811 high-strength bolts used to connect the
structural tees through the column, were carefully tightened with a hydraulic impact
wrench. By monitoring the readings of the strain gauges mounted internally in the
bolts during installation, the bolts were tightened to satisfy the LRFD required pre-
tension force of approximately 80 kips.
Once the bolts were pre-tensioned, a series of elastic cycles were conducted
to check the instrumentation and elastic stiffness of the specimen. Without applying
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axial load (P=O kips), the elastic lateral stiffness, k, was approximately equal to 69
kips/inch, requiring a lateral load of H=44.9 kips to displace the top of the column
i1=0.65 inches for an interstory drift of 8=0.5% and displacement ductility of 1J=0.5.
Following these elastic cycles, an axial load of P=457 kips was applied and
the specified displacement history was begun, imposing motion in the East (push)
direction. A total of 27 cycles were imposed to achieve a displacement ductility of
1J=5.0 before failure occurred. The initial four cycles of the test involved Cycles 1
and 2 at 8=0.25% (corresponding to 1J=0.25) and Cycles 3 and 4 at 8=0.5%
(corresponding to 1J=0.5). Due to the applied axial load, the lateral stiffness
increased to approximately 88 kips/inch, requiring a lateral load of H=29.3 kips to
displace the column laterally i1=0.33 inches at a displacement ductility of 1J=0.25.
At displacement Cycle 5, the first of three cycles conducted at 8=0.75%
(1J=0.75), slight yielding was first apparent in the web of the structural tees, near
the web-flange fillet region. This yielding extended across the 15" width of the tees.
Flaking of the whitewash also indicated slight yielding in the flanges of both beams
occurring approximately at 7 1/2" to 11 1/2" from the edge of the connection.
During Cycles 7-9, corresponding to 8=1 % and 1J=1.0, a slight softening of
the specimen was first noticeable in the H-i1 hysteresis response. The yielding
ductility level of 1J=1.0 had a corresponding displacement of i1=1.4" and a lateral
load of H=83 kips. Beam flange yielding extended 24" (one beam-depth) away from
the end of the connection in both beams, as yielding had started to propagate into
the webs of both beams. On the lower (tension) flange of the East beam, yielding
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was noticeable near the first row of flange bolts that were closest to the end of the
connection and appeared to be located in the flange's net section. The web of the
tee showed more pronounced yielding across the section, near the web-flange fillet.
During the latter part of Cycle 9 (in the pull direction), the top and bottom beam
flanges were measured to have slipped relative to the tee web 1/64" along the shear
plane in the East and West directions, respectively.
During Cycles 10, 11 and 12, corresponding to 8=1.5% and J,J=1.5, the
onset of slippage and pinching in the H-Ll hysteresis relationship was evident. The
lateral displacement amplitude was 2.2 inches. Flange yielding became especially
more pronounced 4" away from the tee web (Le. end of the connection) on the East
beam. Both beams showed flange yielding spanning over a length of 32" from the
edge of the tees, as well as underneath the washer plate within the connection
region near the third and fourth row of flange bolts with respect to the end of the tee
web. At these same locations the beam web area adjacent to the flange also
yielded. Yielding in the tee webs near the fillet appeared to have subsided as the
yielding extended in the beams. During Cycle 12E (push), the slippage in the shear
plane between the beam flanges and web of the tees was measured at 1/16".
A lateral load of 117 kips in the East direction (push) and 124 kips in the
West direction (pull), was required to displace the top of the column Ll=2.8 inches
during Cycles 13-15. At this displacement the interstory drift was 8=2% and
ductility J,J=2.0. The H-Ll hysteresis relationship began to lose stiffness near peak
load, as well as develop more pinching under load reversal due to shear bolt
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slippage. Beam flange as well as web yielding became more pronounced in both
the flange's bolted region and outside the connection. The beam web yielding
began to attenuate more towards the neutral axis of the section. Slight curvature
of the beam flanges outside the connection was first noticed during Cycle 15,
indicating that a local flange buckling was initiating. The slippage between the
beam flanges and the web of the structural tees was measured as 1/16" to 1/8".
Cycles 16 and 17 coincided with a displacement ductility of 1-1=2.5 and
interstory drift of 8=2.5%. The lateral load H corresponding to the peak East and
West displacements of Ll=3.5" was 125 kips and 134 kips, respectively. During
Cycle 17 vertical cracks appeared in the base metal of the shear tabs at the toe of
the weld connecting the shear tab to the column. The cracks, located at the top
and bottom of the shear tabs, were 1" long on the East shear tab and 3/4" long on
the West shear tab. The cracks appeared to have been caused by the bending
moment resisted by the shear tab. Yielding of the beam web extended 8" inward
from both flanges towards the center of the beams, covering approximately 2/3 of
the web's depth. Significant yielding of both the web and beam extended 10" from
the end of the tee web. A photograph of the East beam and connection are shown
in Figure 3.12. The yield patterns on both beams were noticed as being quite
symmetrical.
The next two displacement cycles, Cycles 18 and 19, involved a
displacement ductility of 1-1=3.0 and a lateral displacement of Ll=4.25", which
coincided with 8=3.0%. The corresponding peak lateral loads were 132 kips and
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141 kips in the East and West directions, respectively. Web yielding had grown to
a depth of 1011 from the flanges, almost the entire depth of the web. Beam web
yielding was also becoming more pronounced within the connection region,
propagating towards the shear tabs. Significant yielding of the beam flanges
extended to 1611 from the end of the connection, as a slight buckle could be seen
forming on the lower flange of the West beam. Yielding was also first noticeable on
the web of the East beam to extend 111 above and below the shear tab. During the
initial half of Cycle 19, the shear tab fractures had attenuated along the vertical fillet
weld on the shear tab, to a distance of 1 3/8" from the top and bottom edges of
both shear tabs. Beam flange slippage at the tee connection had increased to
approximately 1/16" to 3/32", as well as pinching in the H-~ relationship.
During the first half of Cycle 20, (8=3.5% and 1-1=3.5), local buckling
occurred in the beam flanges, as Specimen 4 was pushed to 5 inches in the East
direction. The buckling in the West beam's compression flange had a one-half inch
amplitude that was 1 1/2" away from the tee web, while the East beam's
compression flange had a 1/8" amplitude that was also located 1 1/2" from the
connection. During the initial half of Cycle 21, which had the same amplitude as
Cycle 20, the local buckle of the West beam's compression flange was noticed to
have attenuated into the web. The fractures increased to a length of 1 3/4" and 1
1/2" in the East and West shear tabs, respectively. The lateral load required for the
maximum displacement of Ll=5.0" for this ductility level was 138 kips in the East
direction and 148 kips in the West direction during Cycles 20 and 21.
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The next two cycles (Cycles 22 and 23) involved a displacement ductility of
1J=4.0 for a corresponding lateral displacement of !J.=5.7" and 8=4.0%. The
maximum lateral load sustained by Specimen 4 during the test, H=152 kips,
occurred during Cycle 22. The first half of Cycle 22 resulted in more defined web
buckling of the West beam, having an amplitude of 1/2". A slight gap (less than
1/64") was noticeable between the top tee flange edge and column face at the top
of the upper West tee (tension). A slight amount of inward column deformation,
where the tee flanges bear against the column face, was also apparent at the
interface of the coinciding compression tee flanges and the column. The crack in
the lower edge of the East shear tab grew to a length of 2 1/4", while the other
shear tab fractures remained the same length. In the connection region, yielding
in the beam web extended from the shear tab welds outward to the entire length of
the bolted flange region. After Cycle 23 was completed, yielding appeared under
the outer bottom bolts on the lower East tee's flange. Yielding was also spreading
into the area between the first three rows of shear bolts on the tee's webs. A
photograph of the bottom of the East beam is shown in Figure 3.13. Buckling in the
West compression flange had an amplitude of 1" and a half-wave length of 15"
beyond the connection. The washer plates appeared to arrest the local buckling
from attenuating into the net section of the beam's flange. Figure 3.14 shows the
West beam's local flange buckling and yielding during the initial half of Cycle 23.
The local buckle remained noticeable in the flanges as they went from compression
into tension. Due to the cyclic beam flange local buckling, a slight decrease in
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lateral capacity occurred as the peak loads of Cycle 23 decreased to 137 kips and
144 kips in the East and West directions, respectively.
At a displacement ductility of ~=4.5, corresponding to Cycles 24 and 25, a
further reduction in capacity occurred, requiring approximately 131 kips to displace
the top of the subassembly to Ll=6.4" in both directions in order to achieve 8=4.5%.
Considerable local flange buckling was observed after the first half of Cycle 25. The
buckling in the West beam's compression flange had an amplitude of 2" and a
length of 15", while the compression flange on the East beam had an amplitude of
1" and a length of 18". Web yielding and local buckling had consumed the entire
depth of both beams, creating visible plastic hinges as shown in Figure 3.15. The
webs of the East tees also showed 45 degree yield patterns behind all of the shear
bolts, while similar yielding in the web of the West beam's tees was limited to the
area behind the last two rows of bolts.
Considerable residual local buckling was apparent in the tension flanges
during Cycle 26 at a displacement ductility of ~=5.0. The lateral capacity in both
directions was H=122 kips corresponding to a displacement of Ll=7.2" and 8=5.0%.
During the first half of Cycle 27, while pushing in the East direction, ductile fracture
occurred in the net area of the top West and bottom East beam's tension flanges
at the last row of shear bolts (Le., at the end of the connection). The fracture on the
top West beam went through the width of the flange and propagated into the web.
The residual buckle in the tension flange spanned 15" with an amplitude of 1", while
the compression flange buckled over a 17" length with an amplitude of 2". The
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fracture in the bottom East beam flange extended 3 1/2" into the web and necked
at both flange tips. The same flange had local buckling over a length of 21" with the
maximum amplitude 8" away from the end of the web of the tee. The top East
flange had a 1 1/2" amplitude buckle, and spanned 19". Both beams had buckling
throughout the depth of the web. Yield patterns extended well beyond the local
buckling of the beam flanges to a distance of 26" away from the end of the tees on
the East flanges, and 18" to 24" from the connection on the bottom and top West
flanges. During the latter half of Cycle 27, while pulling in the West direction, the
West beam's tension (bottom) flange fractured at the row of bolts that was near the
end of the tee's web, and extended 3 1/2" into the beam web. A photograph of the
specimen taken at this stage of testing is shown in Figure 3.16. Upon load reversal
the specimen's capacity significantly deteriorated, and the test was terminated. A
photograph of the fractured beam flange and yielding in a structural tee is shown
in Figures 3.17(a) and 3.17(b), where the bolts have been removed following the
completion of testing. The maximum plastic rotation 8p developed in the beams at
the conclusion of the test was approximately 6.5%.
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Figure 3.6 - Specimen 3R . Cycle 18 (8=3.0%'!l=3.0)
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Figure 3.8 . Specimen 3R . Cycle 27 (e=5.0%J~=5.0)
Figure 3.9 . Specimen 3R, North Panel Zone - After Testing
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Figure 3.11 (a) - Specimen 4 Before Testing
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Figure 3.11 (b) - Specimen 4, East Connection Region· Before Testing
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Figure 3.12 . Specim en 4, East Connection Region· Cycle 17 (8=2.5% 1~=2.5)
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Figure 3.12· Specimen 4, East Connection Region· Cycle 17 (8=2.5%,)1=2.5)
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Figure 3.13· Specimen 4, Beneath East Connection - Cycle 23 (e=4.0%,Jl=4.0)
Figure 3.14· Specimen 4, West Connection Region - Cycle 23 ~=4.0%,Jl=4.0)
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Figure 3.13 . Specimen 4, Beneath East Connection - Cycle 23 (8=4.0%'!1=4.0)
Figure 3.14· Specimen 4, West Connection Region - Cycle 23 ~=4.0%,!1=4.0)
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current program, as well as those of Vermaas [1995], possess a rigidity close to
that of an idealized rigid connection.
4.5 Maximum Force - Strength Comparison
The inelastic capacity design approach (e.g., weak beam-strong column
concept) applied in areas of seismicity requires an understanding of the maximum
strength capacities of the structural system utilized. The same knowledge is
necessary for an elastic design to be cost effective by eliminating excessive
structural overstrength. An additional concern of the structural design engineer is
the mode of failure of individual structural elements when combined to form a
particular structural system.
The possible modes of failure of beam-to-column connections consists of
four general mechanisms: (1) a plastic hinge forming in the beam adjacent to the
connection; (2) a plastic hinge forming in the column adjacent to the connection;
(3) yielding or fracture occurring in the connecting elements; and (4) yielding
occurring in the panel zone region. The first mechanism above, plastic hinging in
the beam, is the most desirable. This type of response can effectively dissipate
substantial amounts of energy, while maintaining structural stability and column
capacity. If a plastic hinge forms in the column the lateral and axial load-bearing
capacity of the column is impaired, resulting in possible structural instability and
possible collapse. This second mode of failure is therefore undesirable. The effects
of the first two failure modes has resulted in the weak beam-strong column design
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philosophy commonly being utilized in seismic-resistant design. Fracture in the
beam or it's connecting elements is also undesirable due to the minimal energy
dissipation associated with such a mechanism. Because a beam or connection
fracture can abruptly effect the force-transfer mechanism, as well as the equilibrium
of the system, catastrophic failure could result. While panel zone yielding has been
found to be a ductile mechanism, such a design approach has typically been
avoided in the U.S.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the design approach and study the behavior
of the beam-to-column system, the maximum forces developed in the various
structural elements of the test specimens were compared to the corresponding
member strength capacities, as determined by the design models and criteria
presented in Chapters 1 and 2. In addition, the force-deformation response of
. some of the connection's elements were studied in order to establish behavior
characteristics, which would provide a basis for possibly establishing new design
criteria in the future.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the connections of both specimens were
designed to resist the forces associated with a maximum bending moment at the
face of the column, which was extrapolated from a moment of 1.25 Mp of the beam
acting at the end of the connection region. By comparing the plastic moment of the
beam, Mp, to the maximum observed moment in the beam during testing, the
assumption of a maximum moment of 1.25 Mp developing in the beams at the end
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of the connection could be evaluated. The maximum experimental bending
moment, Mmax' at a specified location in the beam was calculated by:
(4.10)
where Vr is the beam reaction at the rigid link (either measured using the rigid link's
load cell, or calculated by statics), and Lb is the distance from the rigid link reaction
to the location of the calculated Mmax. The maximum beam moments occurring at
the end of the connection region (Mmax,conn) and at the column face (Mmax,co')' using
the reaction Vr based on statics for Specimens 3R and 4 are summarized in Table
4.2. The maximum beam moments based on the measured rigid link loads are
summarized in Table 4.3. The plastic bending moment of the beams, Mp, was
computed using the measured dimensions and material properties of the wide
flange sections and connection elements, which were presented in Chapter 2. The
ratio of Mmax to Mpat the end of the connection (i.e., Mmax,conn/Mp) ranges from 1.21
to 1.28 for Vr based on statics and from 1.17 to 1.25 for Vr based on the measured
rigid link reactions. These results imply that the assumption of a maximum moment
of 1.25 Mp developing in the beams at the end of the connection is warranted in the
design of the connection. The same ratios calculated at the face of the coiumn (i.e.,
Mmax,co/Mp@col) were equal to an average value of 0.66 and 0.48 using Vr based on
statics for Specimens 3R and 4, respectively, and 0.64 and 0.47 using the
measured values of Vr. While the maximum beam moment Mmax,conn at the face of
the column is larger than that which developed at the end of the connection due to
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the moment gradient, the maximum beam moment-to-capacity ratio (Le.,
Mmax,co!Mp@co') is lower than those calculated at the end of the connection due to the
increased flexural capacity Mp@co' that exists in the beam at the face of the column
when considering the connection elements (Le., structural tees).
The maximum experimental moment observed in the column, MmaxCO', was
similarly compared to the moment capacity calculated in accordance with both the
ACI [1995] and the AISC [1994] code provisions. The ACI and AISC provisions
were used to determine column capacity based on full composite action and the
properties of only a hollow steel tube section, respectively. The moment-axial load
(M-P) interaction envelope was determined for both code provisions using the
measured dimensions and material properties of the specimens and is shown in
Figure 4.33. Since measured material properties and dimensions were used the
resistance factors (Le., <t» were taken as unity to develop the M-P interaction
surfaces. Although the column properties for both columns were not identical, their
differences were small enough that the M-P interaction surface for both specimens
were nearly identical. Figure 4.33 shows the M-P interaction surface for Specimen
3R. The maximum bending moment in the column, Mmaxco', was computed by:
(4.11 )
where H is the applied lateral load to the top of the column. The variable Lc is the
distance from the applied lateral load to the face of the joint (Le., the distance from
the lateral load to the top beam flange for Specimen 3R and to the top bolts on the
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top tee connection for Specimen 4). The column moments, MmaxCOl, and the
corresponding applied axial load, P, for the two tests were used to locate the
corresponding force state for the specimens on the interaction diagram, as shown
in Figure 4.33. While the combined force state of both specimens fell within the ACI
capacity surface, they exceeded the capacity for a bare steel tube, as specified by
the AISC criteria. Table 4.4 shows the ratios of the maximum observed
experimental column moments, MmaxCOI, to the corresponding ACI and AISC
moment capacity, Mn• Table 4.4 and Figure 4.33 show that a similar hollow tubular
column section could not sustain the maximum force state imposed on the columns
of Specimens 3R and 4. The composite action assumed in the ACI code increases
the column capacity significantly, where the maximum column moments of
Specimen 3R and 4 are 85% and 80% of their respective capacities per ACI.
To study the behavior of the panel zone, the shear force-deformation (Q-V)
response was plotted, as shown in Figures 4.34 and 4.35 for Specimens 3R and
4, respectively. The panel zone shear deformation was computed using Eqn. 2.14.
Figures 4.34(a) and (b) illustrate the substantial inelastic shear deformation that
occurred in the panel zone of Specimen 3R, prior to fracture of the West beam's
connection. After disconnecting the West beam's rigid link the hysteretic response
was reduced, as deformations remained within the elastic region. The shear
deformation of Specimen 4's panel zone are shown in Figures 4.35(a) and (b) to
remain essentially elastic, as discussed in Section 4.3. The awkward appearing
curve in the V-V relationship is due to the slight bulging of the steel panel zone from
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the bearing of the tee flanges against the column, causing the instrumentation
mounts to move. The shear forces sustained by the panel zones of both specimens
are shown in Figures 4.34 and 4.35 to be considerably larger than the plastic shear
strength of the steel tube Vp, where Vp is equivalent to Vs ' which is based on Eqn.
(1.21). This indicates that the concrete was effective in contributing to the total
shear capacity of the joint. The ratio of maximum applied shear force-to-shear
resistance (Le., QmJVp) for the two specimens is given in Table 4.5, and equal to
1.51 and 1.43 for Specimen 3R and 4, respectively.
The shear strains in the panel zone, based on the strain rosettes and
calculated from Eqn. (2.15), were plotted verses the applied shear force for the two
specimens, and are shown in Figures 4.36 to 4.39. These plots differ slightly from
those of the shear deformations calculated from the LVOT measurements but
maintain a consistent shape and show the panel zone in Specimen 3R to develop
inelastic shear strains while that in Specimen 4 to remain elastic. This is because
the rosette strain readings represent a localized shear strain at the panel zone mid-
height while the LVOT shear deformations represent the overall deformation of the
entire panel zone. Also, for Specimen 4 the strain rosettes were not as effected by
the local bearing from the tee's flanges that were next to the LVOT mounts. The
appearance of the center rosette on the South panel zone face being fairly elastic
is misleading, for the gauges were placed on the seam weld that was placed during
the tube's fabrication. The gauge is affected by the weld geometry and also
residual tensile stress at the weld.
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Table 4.1 - Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Values of EI for CFTs
EI EI EI EI
Specimen Elexp Eltr Eml s EIAc, El st
ex~ exp exp exp
El
tr E I EIAC1 Ei slm5
kip e in2 kipe in2 kip.. in2 kip .. in2 kip e in2
3R 40723990 55975161 52888300 39035032 34800000 0.73 0.77 1.04 1.17
4 64331684 55467399 63070278 38932932 34800000 1.16 1.02 1.65 1.85
N
-->.
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Table 4.2 - Maximum Beam Moment at End of Connection Region (Mmax,conn) and at Face of Column
fMmax.COI) Calculated by Statics
M M
max,col
v,
max,conn
H max M p Mp@co' Mmax,conn Mmax.co, M Mp pilllcol
kips kips kipoin kipoin kipoin kipoin
Specimen 3R
East Beam 156 94 7093 15978 8648 10528 1.22 0.66
West Beam 156 94 7154 16021 8648 10528 1.21 0.66
Specimen 4
East Beam 152 91 7073 21305 8827 10192 1.25 0.48
West Beam 152 91 6917 21268 8827 10192 1.28 0.48
Note: Mp is based on measured yield stresses and dimensions of beam web and flanges
N
......
~
Table 4.3 - Maximum Beam Moment at End of Connection Region (Mmax,conn) and at Face of Column (Mmax,co,l
Calculated from Beam Reactions
.'
M Mmax,colv, M p Mp@co' Mmax,conn Mmax,col max,connM Mp@colp
kips kip·in kip.in kip. in kip·in
Specimen 3R
East Beam 92 7093 15978 8464 10304 1,19 0.64
West Beam 91 7154 16021 8372 10192 1.17 0.64
Specimen 4
East Beam 91 7073 21305 8827 10192 1.25 0.48
West Beam 85 6917 21268 8245 9520 1.19 0.45
Note: Mp is based on measured yield stresses and dimensions of beam web and flanges
tv
-'"
CJl
Table 4.4 - Maximum Column Moments at Face of Joint
M col
M col M col
max max
Specimen --max
M M
n,ACI n,AISC
kipoin
3R 9342 0.85 1.21
4 8782 0.80 1.14
Table 4.5 - Maximum Panel Zone Shear Force and Theoretical Panel Zone Shear Strengths
Q
max
Q
max
Q
max
Q
max
Q
max
Q
max
Specimen -- -- -- --Q
max
V QKanatani Qmodified Qstrut QACI Q AIJP
kips
3R 717 1.51 1.35 1.34 1.34 0.93 0.93
4 682 1.43 1.08 1.06 1.02 0.89 0.89
Table 4,6 - Maximum Beam Flange Force
Specimen T maxT max -Teap
kips
3R 434 0.83
4 370 1.76
Table 4.7 - Bolt Force Variation. Specimen 4
Bolt To
T max T min
- -
To To
kips % %
1 83,8 100.0 84.7
2 83.8 100.0 83.0
3 78.9 100.0 80.2
4 83.8 100,0 85.6
5 84.5 100.0 71.4
6 83,8 100.0 72.9
7 88.8 100.0 74.4
8 81.7 106.1 88.7
9 79.6 100.9 74.1
10 74.6 100.0 71.4
11 81.7 103.5 85.2
12 81.7 104.3 74.8
13 79.6 100.0 67.0
14 87.4 100.0 73.2
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Table 4.8 - Maximum Displacement Ductility (~max)! lnterstory
Drift (Smax) and Plastjc Beam Rotation (8pmaxl
Specimen IJmax Smax 8pmax
% rad.
3R 5.0 5.0 0.067
4 5.0 5.0 0.057
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
The phase of an ongoing research project consisting of the full-scale testing
of two CFT column-to-wide flange beam connections was presented. The test
subassembly was designed to replicate that of a ninth story beam-to-column
connection of a twenty story prototype moment resisting frame structure subjected
to seismic loading. Test specimens consisted of two-twelve foot long wide flange
beams (W24x62) connected to a steel tube column (16x16x1/2) filled with 8000 psi
nominal strength concrete. The connection details of the two specimens consisted
of a welded external diaphragm connection (Specimen 3R) and a bolted split-tee
connection (Specimen 4). Specimen 3R was modeled and analyzed using the finite
element method prior to fabrication. By imposing cyclic lateral loads and an axial
compressive load to the top of the test subassembly, both specimens were tested
to failure.
This study was conducted to gain an understanding of the force transfer
mechanism of various structural details and the effect that the details have on a
connection's strength stiffness and ductility. Of particular interest was the transfer
of forces from the beam flanges to the column's panel zone and the CFT column
stiffness. In addition, to develop appropriate design recommendations, strength
models and code provisions applied during the design stage of the test specimens
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were compared to the developed member forces and connection behavior during
testing.
5.2 Conclusions
Based on the analytical and experimental results, the following conclusions
are drawn:
1.) Both the external diaphragm connection and the bolted connection have
exceptional strength, stiffness and ductility when yielding is designed to occur
primarily in the beams.
2.) By designing connector elements (Le., external diaphragms, structural tees,
etc.) to resist 1.25 times the beam's flexural capacity occurring at the end of the
connection, yielding can be contained primarily in the beams, away from the
connection.
3.) Areas of strain concentrations limit a beam's rotational capacity and must be
avoided to inhibit fracture.
4.) The stiffness of a CFT column can accurately be predicted by considering a
transformed section for lateral displacements not exceeding a corresponding
interstory drift of 0.5% to 1.0%. The stiffness of CFT columns subjected to an
interstory drift in excess of 0.5% is reduced to resemble that predicted by the ACI
formulation for EI. The stiffness reduction from increased drift is irrecoverable. A
lower bound for eFT column stiffness can be obtained by considering a hollow steel
tube section.
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5.) Welded connections require thorough inspection to check weld quality, for
minor weld deficiencies can have dramatic effects on the performance of the
connection.
6.) External diaphragm connections designed to transfer beam flange tensile
forces directly to the web of the column's steel tube are a viable alternative to
internal diaphragm connections.
7.) Split tee bolted connections effectively transfer compressive beam flange
forces to the column's panel zone by bearing on the concrete infill, creating a wide
compressive strut, thereby limiting the developed shear strain in the panel zone of
the steel tube.
8.) In the design of bolted connections, bolts in shear connecting the beam
flange to it's connecting element must be carefully detailed in order to inhibit fracture
from occurring in the beam flange's net section.
9.) Washer plates and brass shims used in the shear planes of bolted
connections are effective in inhibiting local buckling and fracture from occurring in
the beam flange in the connection region.
10.) The effects of prying action were not evident in the bolted connection
(Specimen 4) due to local tube distortion under bearing, suggesting that the
consideration of prying effects in the design of bolted eFT connections may not be
necessary.
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11.) In Specimen 4 the moment developed in the shear tab was minimal relative
to the developed beam moment, implying that the shear tab may not be needed in
such connections.
12.) While the connection stiffness of the welded (Specimens 3R) and bolted
connection (Specimen 4) were similar, a slight reduction in stiffness of the bolted
connection to that of the welded was observed due to hysteretic pinching.
13.) Specimens 3R and 4 both showed exceptional beam rotation capacities
having maximum plastic rotations of 8pmax=0.067 and 0.057 radians, respectively.
The smaller 8pmax in Specimen 4 is due to the pinching in the hysteretic response of
Specimen 4 and the fact that the plastic hinge developed in the beam of Specimen
4 was closer to the column than that of Specimen 3R.
Because these conclusions are based on a limited amount of tests, further
studies are required on these types of connections before general design guidelines
can be developed. Further studies are particularly warranted on: the contribution
of the shear tab; the panel zone capacity models applied in this study; and prying
effects in bolted eFT connections.
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